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(2y J. W. Ecnirix)
matter or two of recant date
me to say Just a word or two
it that the
tru the press. I take made
writer of the article who
refer
eence to the above Question, did so in
good faith. It lent to take him to
tak I write.,
It must be anart of our record that
enottw fellow has been discovered in
our time, and he is of such a charac
ter aa to demand our attention. This
is "the other fellow" Individual
rights and where the other fellows be- In. It is the recognition of this law
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PresUent thinks
era the head of
Coereas teUng tilt people why the
nceucnt t&inn Be ougnt to do re
elected man coyer many points.
President Coolidge's message deals
with foreign affairs, money, prohibition, education, oar islandi, Army and
Navy, coal, Muscle Shoals, farmers,
the bonus, immigration, taxes, rail
roads, merchant marine, budget, for
eign debts. World Court, negroes,
Russia, highways forests, etc.
All this ground President Coolidge
covers in a message that has the merit of being free from high flying ora
tory, and the greater merit of being
perfectly blunt, outspoken, unmista
able in its meaning.
You observe,
Is not a word

first of all. that there
that could offend any

rich man. The most important work
of all is to cut down taxation, says
the President. That will please the

they have not actually been paying
the heavy taxes, it annoys them even
to think about them.
President thinks the farmer
anlrfiara.
That, at laaat.
'shows political courage and will cost
many a vote. Perhaps those that
avould have been taxed to pay the
bonus will make up lor the lost soldier votes, but that's doubtful
The

twnitM
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The farmer is told that he is doing
well, on the whole, eleven of
S ratty
is staple products having increased
In value from five billions three hun-drmillions to seven billions.. As
one farmer talking to another, Mr.
Coolidge tells the farmer he must
vary his crops. The man in North
Dakota would say, "Come out here
and do it."
ed

The President thinks the farmer
will profit "indirectly" by reduction

of taxation. He wont when he
hasn't any income to tax.
On the whole the farmer must look
out for himself The President says,
"No complicated scheme of relief, no
plan for Government fixing of prices,
no resort to the public treasury will
be of any permanent value in establishing agriculture."
The farmer will recall drastic Government fixing of prices, freight
rates and passenger rates did a great
railroads. But
deal to
apparently there is one political economy for railroads, another for farm?
ers..'
;..-

There's no doubt financiers, stock
dealers, and so on, heartily approve
President Coolidge's speech. They
say, "At lesst he won't interfere with
business," and that's all they ask.
They may bo. wrong or right, but
politicians, as a rule, are convinced
that Ford, if nominated by one of the
two big parties, would win beyond

all

question.
One of the best informed

Republi-

can) Senators said to this writer: "If
the Democrats nominate Ford millions of Republican farmers will vote
for him. Nothing could stop them."
A first-clas- s
orator might stampede the Democrats for Ford, especially as he has so many friends in the
South,, where the real orators live.
Ford could say, and probably
would: "You farmers know1 what I
did to automobile and tractor prices
as a private citizen. Make me President and IU do the same to fertiliser
prices, railroad rates and farm inter-

est rates."

The farmers are about ready for
Moses to lead them, and Moses
Ford would have many qualities.
Seven women have been elected to
and
will have their say in governing the
British Empire. That's very good.
Putting seven women in the House of
Commons is like putting boric acid
in the water with which 'you wash
your children's little eyes and noses.

the Parliament of Great Britain

VERY purifying.
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WASHINGTON, D. C The White
has been declared unsafe.
Conditions there are such as to re-

House

quire that immediate remedial measures be taken to prevent a possible
calamity.
These disclosures were made by
Major General Lansing H. Beach,
chief of engineers of the army, in his
annual report to the secretary of war.
Congress is asked for $400,000 for the
work of reconstructing the Interior
portion of the famous building, to
make it secure.
J.
"A preliminary study of the situation in the interior upper portion of
the executive mansion has indicated
a condition which renders the building unsafe, both from the standpoint
of security in the struct ual features
and the fire hazard present," said Major General Beach. "The conditions
are such as to require that immediate
remedial measures be taken to prevent a possible calamity.
' "These conditions
have been called
to the attention of the president and
his authority for the inclusion of the
item submitted herewith, $400,000,
has been requested. While such approval has not yet been secured the
item is tentatively included herein."
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Chrfotoij
we come again
spirit of peace on earth, good

jS

nisht Rotary ban
of the moat inter
witnessed in Gal-hi- p.
was given entirely
to the consideration of the proposed
Navajo reservation extension.
Herebert J. Hacerman. now
commissioner for the Navajos, waa
the main speaker of the evening, followed by Superintendent Stacher of
the Crown Point Agency, Peter
of the Fort Defiance Agency,
uiee uoage, cmei oi tne Navajos;
C. N. Cotton, a life-Io- n
friend of the
Navajos; Jerry Farris of the Seven
Lakes country, and a number of talks
by others.
The proposed Reservation extension commences at a point near the
north-eacorner of the Wingate Military Reservation and extends north
and south to a point in San Juan
county, taking in about one million
acres, more or less, embracing a section, if not all of the Seven Lakes
The Wednesday
quet presented one
esting scenes ever
The occasion

.

White House Unsafe
Repair Cost $400,000

;
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AT CIG ROTARY CAKQU2T CIG CLAS3 C? UVZLY CAN.
AKD WITH NU- -a
C7 DIDATE3 STRUNG UP
PROMINENT PCQPLE A3 AND INITIATED INTO
INVITED GUZ5TS
SUZ3JM2 ELKS i

IS

IWHin,
fundamental to human society.
If any
man coma Be so isolated, so placed in
an air tight compartment, as to make
him distinct and free from any obligations to others, or bear such a relation that no one waa dependent upon
him, then he might do as he pleased
with himself with little sin toward
man. however great he mia-h- t
sin
against God. He might drink and eat
at pleasure so far as his sins toward
society were concerned.
Do you know of anv one so isola
ted? Is a father free in his family?
If he fails to care for them do we
not have to do so from taxation? If
he fails to give his children an opportunity of education and mental development, does society not have to suffer peril in her common life? Do
you know of any citizen who lives
and does busineess among us, free to
do a thing that weakens his mind and
Does
body, be this eat or drink ?
his creditors have a right to demand
of him that he live in such a manner as "to enable him to manage his
own money matters?
This might be
carried on item after item, and illus
trations might be multiplied endless.
But it goes on to prove that all of us
are recognised as a. part of the body
pontic, and that some body has cer
tain rights over us, makes laws to
control our acts as best serves the
public. These laws restrain or forces
us to do or not do certain things, and
the only reason given is that the
peace and happiness of the multitude
demand it. This is the basic law of
civilisation; take this law away and
desolution is sudden and sure. To
deny this law is anarchy, and to act
up this denial is to become a public
enemy to organized society. In proportion as men throw off the infringements of their rights ss entail
ed in this law in that same propor
tion do human rights as manifested
in society disappear. To maintain
civil government men must sacrifice
or be forced to yield to laws that best
serve the majority. This body of
social laws is the embodiment
of
Christianity as a social religion.
When this law has been vanquished a
government of the people, by the peo
ple and for the people has vanished
from the earth.
It is personal sacrifice to this law
and a personal struggle is society to
maintain this law that makes patriots. And any man who refuses to
enter this struggle is not a patriot
it matters not now loud he applauds
in political gathers or how loud he
cheers the national flag.
Personally as a citizen of your city
I have not other Interest, hold my
position for no other purpose than to
enter the struggle to maintain the
laws that make civilization safe nad
secure. Public morality and obedience
to law are to me above all else: cer
tainly above political party. And to
my mind the question as to how far
the laws may go in control of personal appetites is not a very obscure
question. It must go to the point of
assuring protection of human rights
from violation and destruction. And
certainly the restraining of men from
doing those things that wholly unfits
them to perform their common and
primative obligations to their family
and neighbors is an essential prerogative of law makers and law enforcers, and anything less is a breach
of public trust.

Another version of the Bible is to
published, "The American Bible."
Professor Schaff worked thirty years
on the translation. J. P. Morgan and
the publiCompany are interested in
"
cation.
But the majority will prefer the
marvellous language of the old King
James version.
"For the stars of heaven and the
...
o
constellation thereof shall not give
taking off
their light; the sun shall be darkened Shoe Economy-1-Whin his going forth, and the moon shall shoes, use the hands and not the
twrt crrrs fw lfjht to shine."
feet When pitting them on use a
Ytra nt
improve much on that shoe horn. They will last much
Vz.1 of Lrr'ih.
longer.
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to Christmas to the
will among men to a

x

big brotherhood.

Pa-que- tte

st

country.

This hallowed day is short too short, but it is our
merriest, because we are experiencing the joys of giving
that creed brought to us nearly two thousand years
ago, when the star of Bethlehem shined forth above a
in the land of Judea,
manager-cradl- e

SO THAT YOU MAY KNOW

Judge Schauer has issued the following report, made
out from his docket, covering the last eleven and one-ha- lf

months:
...
;
"This is a condensed statement, made from my dockmonths, show-ni- g
et, covering the last eleven and one-ha-lf
official matters, or business transacted in my court:
822
"Number of criminal cases
9
"Number of persons held for District Court
4
"Number of cases appealed
168
"Number of violations of the Prohibition laws.
"Number of convictions for violations of
59
Prohibition laws
'
4,110
"Number of days jail sentences imposed
"Total amount of fines imposed
$15,145.00
"Total amount of fines collected and turned
in
$13,0B6.30
"Total justice expense for the year, felony,
$178.85
inquests, etc.
in
been
since
have
I
office, due
"For the first time,
to the aggressive work of Sheriff Myers and his men,
State (county) cases have in number, as well as fines collected, considerably exceeded those of the town. My
records show that about 94 per cent of the fines collected were for violations of liquor Jaws; about 4 per cent
for gambling and drunkeness and disorderly, and about
2 per cent for all other violations.
'
"I, by no means, concede that conditions here are any
worse than in other places similarly situated. I do, however, feel that a greater effort has been made for law
enforcement here than in any other place, or at least, in
.
many other places.
to
with
reference
"If law enforcement, especially
the Prohibition laws is really desired by the people, with
im- -'
, many other things to be done, two things of prime
accordand
acted
remembered
be
should
upon
pqrtance
ingly by the voters, and others in authority.'
.
"First: It is not only necessary that every peace officer, including the courts and prosecuting attorneys, be
in sympathy with law enforcement, but they must be
just, impartial and incorruptible. They should be politically, and in every other way, independent to act, regardless as to WHO is WHO. The impression, ill founded, that certain people are immune, is the greatest draw
back to proper law enforcement.
"Second: "If the best results are to be obtained, results that will show a final balance in favor of the plaintiff, cases should be disposed of as soon as possible after
the apprehension of the offender, and the 'whereasses
and wherefores' boiled down to the least possible number. I find that continuances in such cases are nearly
always at the expense of the State. The" conflicting rulings and opinions are a detriment to law enforcement. A
law is intended to command a certain thing, and it should
mean the same thing every day;
"The attitude of the local papers, and especially the
aggressiveness of The Gallup Herald, has been of considerable help in getting results. Such help from the local press not only educates the public, moulding public
sentiment, but serves as a lubricant on the enforcement
machinery, and encourages the officers to take the
sive.
y-- i
;.y:;:'
"With better moral support by the public, and the
between the peace officers, of
right kind of
the town and county, there is" no reason why even better
rsults may be obtained for.the coming year.
"Yours truly,
.
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"JOHN SCHAUER."

Monday night of this week the Gal
lun Elk Lode waa the busy scene for
one of the largest classes for lnitia
tion ever staged in our city.
Thirty-tw-o
candidates were obllrit.
ed, and their names are as follows:
.

Fain, Thco. R. Carpenter; S. K. Er-re-tt,
W. Leo McQuade, William
Brown, Thomas Clarke Noe, Alex A.
Shafer, Ed Tamony, E. L Hauen- stien, H. Allison, Max Rosenblum, V.
C.
I.. PMilnnM
aaw...w.w, lr. jJl Wlilnnla
H.f.V, rku
Sr.. Clair
Dowden. K. W.

Kelley
C
Caldwell, R. K. White. J. K. Andrich,
N. A. Kerr, John M. Cox, L. O. Hiles,
Led K Leaden. Pete J. Fessia. J.
Andy Miller, Lee Sawyer, Leon
D. O. Remy, John J. Fuh-ring, James Clark, SUrmund Haas.

Shipments of Cattle
From Holbrook, Ariz.

-

(Holbrook Tribune)
During the month of November
there were shipped from Holbrook a
total of 269 carloads o cattle and
sheep., The Apache Railroad brought
down to Holbrook the following
Seventeen double cars of sheep and
six single cars with 80 cars of cattle. There was loaded at Holbrook
41 carloads of sheep and 175 carloads
of cattle. The total amounted to 269
end.
carloads in all shipped by the Santa
Last week the Gallup Rotary Club Fe from Holbrook
during the past
went on record as being opposed to month,
i the proposed extension. After hearing Mr. Hagerman, and the other
speakers, the Club voted to recind its Company, the Ilfield Company, and a
former action, and went on record as few other business concerns of Gallup would be the only ones to benefit
being in favor of the measure. ,
This objection
The Gallup Herald is of the opin from such extension.
ion that many of our people who are is founded on a very peculiar angle of
otmosed to this measure Jo not fu.lv : WMoning. Is It possible for any one
r
understand it. This was proven Wed- of our business institutions, no mat- a. aiii.ii v. in. n c .iiawvw
i
the
action
of
the
nesday night by
Club in recinding its former objec tion, to be benefitted and made to
without the whole community
tions, and voting in favor of the prosper in
that prosperity? Ia it
sharing
measure.
.
possible for any one to believe that
Some who have objected on the
Henry Ford is the only man in Deground that to take a great body of troit to share in the prosperity of the
our lands oil our tax rolls and add great Ford car
industry? Every
Indian lands will time
them to
Ford produces a Ford
increase our taxes. This was explain car Heenry
every individual one of the several
ed by Mr. Hagerman in a way to show thousand
Ford employees shares in
our
not
increase
that such would
the production and sale of that car.
on
would
the other hand,
taxes, but
time any member of our busi
tend to add to our taxable wealth, Every
ness interests receives additional
hence would lower taxes instead of efits
just that many times will every"
raising taxes. This part of the con individual member of our community
troversy was very interesting, Bince receive additional benefits, and this
Mr. Hagerman himself is recognized
applies to all of us, whether we are
as authority on taxes and taxation,
Indians or whether we are whites.
to
This
Another thing;
Millions of acres sounds fearfully
proposition
did
extend the Navajo Reservation
big to eastern Senators and eastern
not originate with the Indians, but did Congressmen, but in this country,
orieinate with the cattle men of that where 640 acres is not enough for a
White cattle men in that family to live, or make a living, and
section.
section have given several years to in this country where distances
experiment in trying to make a suc- amount to little or nothing, makes of
cess of the cattle industry and have this country strictly an Indian counfailed. It was pointed out that that try.
Commissioner Hagerman appeared
particular section is a good sheep
ranee country, and that as such was before the Kiwanis Club at their
better suited for Indians and their Thursday noon luncheon and explainsheep industry than for the white ed matters in the same light as he did
man's cattle industry.
for the Rotarisns.
It might be of interest to many to
Another feature: Fort Wingate
has become a dead expense to the state that this proposed extension
War Department. A move is on foot will come under the supervision of
to have Fort Wingate turned over to Mr. Stacher. It is well known that
the Indian Department and convert- Mr. Stacher is very aggressive and
He
ed into an industrial school for the progressive. He is a builder.
Navajo Indians. To have this exten- accomplishes results. He maintains
sion made will adjoin the present good roads. He teaches the Indians
He is
Wingate Military reservation, hence how to be
With this added million
would put the school inside the Great practical.
Navajo Indian Reservation. The acres to his agency would mean to
Navajos make up the largest Indian widen his territory and allow him untribe in the United States. They now limited opportunity for the better
number about 35,000, and fast in- education and better development of
creasing. They are becoming crowd- several .thousand Navajo Indians.
As Is already known, the Crown
ed on their present reservation. Something must be done to give them more Foint Agency furnishes Gallup and
territory. As this section of lands to McKinlev county with a ereat trade
be added to the proposed extension asset, probably the county's greatest
is primary Indian country better for Indian agency asset. To make addithe Indians than for the whites it tional territory to the Crown Point
would be much more profitable for Agency would add greatly to the
the United States Government to give county's assets.
tne
it over to the Indians than to allow it That this particular section of
to remain for the whites, when the country is an Indian country ia adwhites themselves admit that they mitted by all. Then anything that will
have made a failure in that section. add to the prosperity of our Indiana
If this reservation extension is will naturally add to the prosperity
made it will act as a stimulant to of all our people. To open up
wards having the Fort Wingate prop- new opportunities for our Indiana
erties turned over to the Indian De- means to open up additional opporpartment for the convertion into an tunities for all of us increase our
industrial school for thousands of trade and prosperity. If we bring
Navaio Indian children. This would about increased trade for our mermean the convertion of properties in- chants we will add increased oppor
to an asset to the Federal Govern- tunities for all our people.
g
Geo. A. Byus. a
ment, whereas the properties are now
acquain
an added expense to our Government tance of Mr. Hagerman, told the Club
Mr.
was
a politinot
that
mean
a
pay roll main
Hagerman
It would also
tained at such proposed industrial cian, but a practical man in his every
school of something like 110,000 per undertaking; that of the many good
month, all of which would be spent things that Albert B. Fall had done
thru the trade channels of Gallup. It for his country, that one of the very
was pointed out oy commissioner best things Mr. Fall had ever done
Hagerman and other speakers that if was the appointment of Mr. Hagerwe wish to bring about progress oi man to be commissioner for the NaT-ajo- s;
that Mr. Fall's bitterest ene
our Indians in an educational way we
must prepare to educate the children mies could not bad never been aoie
of our Indians at home, instead of to find fault with Mr. Hagerman'e
sending them abroad . to foreign appointment as Navaio commissioner,
schools.
To convert the Fort Win- - and as this proposed Navajo Reserwas the
spate properties into an Indian indus vation extension
trial school would mean to keep our thing that had ever faced Mckjj)y
Indian children at home, in their own county since the organisation of t
country and climate, among their county, that this matter should t rlvm Mnfnl and tntalliirant condjeducate
them. . .
own
. - neonle.
. . - . and
une objection advanced against ue eration.
'"v
Mr. Eagerman l"ft Thursday f:r
xtMiaion is that the C. N. Cotton
Fe.
the Gallup . Mercantile his home in Santa
Company,

For years back there has been more
or less inction between Indians and
the whites in that section.
Some
years back, as we understand, allotments were made to Indians, and this
furnished the basis for long drawn
out disputes between Indians and
whites. If the extension is made, so
it was explained by the speakers, the
friction and disputes will come to an
'
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ehaagai ef temperature hare apoe th
work. ExtreinM nf beat and cold
affect the rannlrx of a witch eonstder'
have noticed
sKy. Ton may,
with your own watch that It cannot bo
relied upon to keep accurate time If
the weather mike a sudden Jump
from beat to cold, or vice versa.
It will either gain or low, and you
will wonder what Is happening to It
When the weather becomes normal
again, the watch will behave properly,
Expensive , watches are adjusted tor
temperatures varying between 89 de
grees and K rngrees.
Each watch Is pat la a tfghtly-fl- t
ting case, and placed to a chamber
me temperature of which Is slightly
above freezing point. Its movement la
observed very csrefotyy, and adjusted
from time to time, until the watch Is
going correctly.
The timekeeper Is then moved from
the cold chamber, and gradually heat
ed In a specially constructed oven,
the temperature of which Is between
00 and 100 degrees.
Here Its Internal
still carefully
arrangements are
watched and adjusted from time to
time. When the watch Is going cor
rectly In this temperature, It Is re
turned to the cold chamber for further
adjustment, if necessary. It spends
about a week In each chamber.
(
By the time a watch has passed the
temperature tests, It will go correctly
In any climate. Chronometers ordered
specially by explorers and travelers
wbo are going to places where great
extremes of temperature are encount
ered undergo very searching tests to
make them thoroughly reliable. Lon-

U. S. Hershev. "Chocolate Kiitf ."
ten a new philanthropic record by
giving S5O.O0O.C0O to the Herthey
School lor Orphan Boys. Hn entire eitatt reverts to the school
through trustees after his death.

1 em A
for the

MMLIIIMYB
POSITIVELY THE BIGGEST CANDY OFFER EVER
MADE IN GALLUP

HOME MADE

Mua Gloria Fey

Buys CuzdxCftr

fZinrim Vint thai itlavcr littla slnsrer
mA
alinu hit In "Un She
Goes" has been of stellar proportions

Peanut Brittle
Peanut Bar
'
Cocoanut Bar
Cocoanut Brittle
Ribbon and Pillow Made
,

nas lnnerttea a ionune esumaiea ai
more than a million.
A
a tha first nnrrhuea Miss
Foy made following; the good news
oeaan.
was a 1924 buick uroug-naTkmw iitti
Bmremiea
laiv
ww
apimm
r
annnintmanta nf
4k tka
" hP nV Cir
maw.
hhi "rr"
and is very audibly appreciative of its
mechanical points, one can wii jusi
motor
why the Buick valve-in-hend Bniclc four-whebrakes are par
ticularly desireame.
tin mp viimniA swains:
Han
of her
d
ninvia ha mUanteA
She gets another third pro
million.
viding sne marries wiinin wree years
and the final installment if she lives
with her husband ten years,
ad

el

o

It Won't be

Done

is going to take a lot of argu
ment to oersuade Uncle Bam to

It

ALLAT

24c PER POUND

change bis name to Buttinski.

(FORMERLY THE CANDY SHOP)
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St

tri

1 of X

or-
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a'rned

d.rlT

aesirted
Commissioner .
large eonvtntians in Cleveland heretofore have attracted larp numbers
of bootlerzsrs and caused customary
rules of conduct to be forgotten,
which he gars as one of tbs reasons
for assigning men to ueveiana our
ing ins nsuonai conTanuun.
.;

Wfcy Net

anma nf thaae mamorv
now
start. a. course In forgetexperts
.1
..
j . max- ting everyuing bm ever maoe

Wlv

Doay

AnnH

unnappyi
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CEKJIKirj

FELT

-

Tole-

PAPYRUS

GROWS

IN

ITALY

''vf

.':s

v

:r-

As

fKfy

L'fv

Benjamin F. Felt of Boat en, long
close personal friend ef President
Even in Egypt, home of Its
origin, It la extinct. And the origin of Ceolldge, was formerly secretary of
thst papyrus is a charming episode In the Republican state committee of
history, writes Henry James Forman. Massachusetts and has been sctlve
Blero, king of Syracuse, at about n polities In the Bay state for sev
the time Theocritus was at his court eral years.
composing the Idyls, built and fitted
out a marvelous ship equipped with
gardens, stalls for horses, and stairways and columns of Teormlnlan marble a ship of 4.200 tons In those days.
Archimedes doubtless, helped to build
It a present to Ptolemy of Egypt
As a part of the acknowledgment
of the gift from Alexandria came the
papyrus planted along the banks of
the Anapo end there it has been grow
ing ever since.
Under
The papyrus plants are green- stemmed like reeds or bamboo, the
thickness of a nan's wrist, with a
Circular spray of flowers at tbs top,
Supervision
unique among plants. Harper's
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CHRISTMAS
The Finest Music Machine Made

'

R

Mahogany or Walnut
$150.00
inches
12-in- ch

Nickel-plate- d
Victrola
turntable.
No. 2 sound box, improved Victor
tapering tone arm and tapering
"goose-neck- "
sound box tube. Automatic brake, speed regulator and
automatic speed indicator. Newly
designed, patented and improved,
motor
double spring, spiral-driv- e
(can be wound while playing).'
Fully equjpped with Victor, record

albums.

Street."-:-

rr

v

FREE DEMONSTRATION
I
V:.

1

'.:

..

)

The man who talks about the "transferability" of stock.
The man who says that the stock
will later be 'listed on the exchange.''
The man who wants you to buy because "the price Is surely going up."
The man whose chief selling points
are letters of recommendation from
"leading citizens."
:

Come In and Ask to Hear Your Favorite Records

PI

GOLDEN PURITY

BUTTER

,

Br

(

ALAMOSA CREMZRY
COMPANY

3

Established

1909

Pay your bills by check to avoid the inconvenience and risk of carrying money
around with you.
A Checking Account with The Gallup
State Bank the largest bank in Gallup
means the building up of a banking acquaintance that is bound to be of service) to you
sooner or later.
We welcome Checking Accounts both
.y
small as well as large come in and open
yours today.
With very best wishes for a
Merry Christmas

f

,

'

LARGEST BANK
IN GALLUP

STEAM HEAT

Dil

r

Shop Talk.
Them was a new attendant at the
spiritualistic circle, and he had formerly been employed in a big drapery
"
shop.
The fact came to light when a client requested him to tell the medium
that she wished to speak with a Mr.
r ..."
Green.
r
"Certainly, madam," said the attendant. "Can you give me his Christina
name?"
w-

Packed

PAY BY CHECK

Six Stock Salesmen to Avoid.
The Northwestern Banker (Des
Moines) puts a deal of good advice
Into small compass when it tells its
readers that the six stock salesmen
for the investor to avoid are;
The man who tells you how 'Stockholders In similar concerns became
rich over night
The man who wants to help you in
"keeping the contract away from Wall

5

Size 34 inches high, 32
wide, 2114 inches deep.

Spirit Renamed at Death.
During the life of a' person in Luzon
his spirit la called Tako. After the
death It receives a new name. It It
believed to go about in a body invisible to the eye of man. yet unchanged
in appearance from the living person.
If a man becomes unconscious, the
natives think a vengeful spirit has
lured swey the soul of the sick man
and they hold the ceremony of "Calling Back the Soul." Then they bold
a big feast to which they Invite all
the spirits In order to induce them to
bring back the sick mnti's souL
A pronged spear Is supposed to protect the people from the ever vengeful
Anlto, or evil spirits, who are always
waiting to trip ose up on the trail, to
cause him to fnll end hurt himself or
to kill him. Detroit News.

to Friendships

If a man does not make new acquaintance as he advances through
life, he will soon find himself alone.
A man, sir, should keep his friendship in constant repair. Dr.

will

- ft- - -

VICT--

Young Strlbllng, 160 pound high
school heavyweight of Georgia, Wbo
recently fought a sensational battle
with Mike McTlgue. light heavyweight champion, comes of strong
stock, as is proved In the above
photo. Ma Strlbllng la with her
mn in Boston while he trains for
mint.

State
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he had two ideas in Us 'head,
they would fall oat with .each other.
Dr. Johnson.

.

-

t
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Syracuse, In Sicily, Is the one place
In the world where papyrus still grows

WM M M M m aTa
MTtfM
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Tit-Bit- s.

Plants Are Greened Stems Like Reeds
or amboe and Have Spray of
Flowers at the Top.
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The oldihie heartfelt gntiixz
(
Are better than the new,
So we're wishing Uerry Christmas
To every one of you.
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ROOMS WITH BATH

(E HOTEL
JAS. H. DRAKE, Prop.
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GOOD ROOMS

ONE DOLLAR AND UP
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RATES DY WEEK
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afraid I've forgotten It, but he
died quite a short time ago."
The attendant cleared bis throat
and approached the medium. "Please
sSow the lady son of tbs lat:t
?rtix of Greens," he aalX
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Contempt Decision
Stirs Public
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Nine Buick automobiles owned in
one family would seem to indicate
that tbe Buick is a pretty serviceable
car more especially since these nine
cars make a total ox twenty-tw- o
Buicka purchased by this same family

since

'

iiu.

'.

j

V

J

w

Haa

Charles L. Craig (above) Comptroller of tbe City of New York,

:

,

mr
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a Man

He's alert and
Symptoms:
snappy. . Talking nothing but
business.
Is fairly successful,
Tou like
dresses fairly well.
him at first a lot. Tou aak Mm
if he likes shows. "Oh. yes, If
rm not too tagged after work."
Adores bis work. Never beard
of "Pilgrim's Progress." Ella
Wheeler Wilcox, or Raphael,
never reads anything but advertising and business Journals.
, "Cafes and Jazi all right" aayi
he, "after a business banquet,
but don't think music much
use In the home; I'm for the
masuma when I'm young; then
I'll go out for culture!"
IN FACT
As far as culture goes he'll always be an Infant culture I
Prescription for Bride to Be:
"
Take your art galleries,
brarles and plays In the

in

J randnrtjbar
fifroinniets.

u

Ciishonscf
the features

thatmokss

Buick aOsT3
'A'insurance

risk.

Buick io the

Stondardmpariam
BIXZS

-

J
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u rubber cables

vi1

LlkeThls Proposed
to Yout

-

-

Buiclc
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MARRY
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By E. R. PEYSER

through a decision, of the U. 8. Supreme Court must serve sixty dsys
In Jail for contempt of court unless
public opinion now rallying to hla
support forces a pardon. Below la
ply.'-..;
,, Justice Julius Mayer, of New York,
:
Next morning he met a fellow whose decision, almost three fears
countryman on the street, who, in U'o, waa upheld by the higher .court
I'rorulnent men declare It complete
greeting, ask him how he felt
mlatlou of the principal - of free
"Feel swill. You can't see me."
fp nreas.

'

ME IF INTERESTED

SEE

MEN YOU MAY

c

.now..

V

.v.

--

I

Judkion had come to the United
States with the firm resolve to make
this country; to Itudy our talk and
ways of doing things; and to become
a real American as soon aa possible.
Smillingly he greeted a fellow work
er one morning, asking how he felt.
"Feel fine outta sisrht." waa the re

C.en

fen

f
.

Acccur.t cf :s!:exs A m
Filled to Sill My

CfiSII

Americanised

The cars and their owners are as
follows:
Frank H. Harwood. of San Dimaa
California, has purchased ten cars,
as follows. His first Buick was a
1910 model, followed by a 1923, and
that one, by a 1916.. In 1917 Mr. Harwood purchased two cars, another in
' 1918, two more in 1920, and his latest
car this year, a 1923 model. In addition, his sister, Mrs. Thayer, is the
owner of a 1923 Buick aedan.
B.
A. Woodford of Claremont,
of Mr.
California, a brother-in-laHarwood, now owns three 1923
Buick cars and has given his order
for one of the new 1924

0n

;.

el

'

,

I
I

Conrad Nagel, the "movie" stsr, waa
born March 16, 1897, In Keokuk, la,
and received hli education In Dea
Moines, graduating from Highland
Park college in that city at the age
of aeventeen, with a bachelor of arts
Hia first experience was In
degree.
college plays; Ister he appeared In
stock and vaudeville. During the war
he served In the nsvy. He Is six feet
tall, has light hair and blue eyes,

Roadsters, ' on which he expects delivery in the very near future. His
first Buick was a 1912 tourimr car.
In 1913 he purchased the second car
and in 1916 two more. These were
followed in 1917, '18, and by new
models each year, three more in 1923,
ana now the latest model with four-whebrakes, which Mr. Woodford
thinks is the classiest of them all.

A Whole Family
of Buick Users

1

'.:.;..:.!

Smith's Cigar Store

t

e. 1$.

jcca
the nresant session which include pro- - O-posers lor (ana grants lor construe-tio- n
and, maintenance of public roads,
reimburs ement of Santa Fe, Grant,
wina ana niaauru counties tor inter- eat paid on railroad bonds and for
"the military institutions of New
Mexico.': Public building bills introduced by Mr. Jones include those for
Las Vegas,' Silver City, Tucumcari,
Clovia and Deming.
Senate BiH 876
would provide for the payment by the
United States of the proportionate
cost of street paving upon which' federal property abuts.
Mr. Jones introduced a Joint reso
lution providing for sending a copy of
the Congressional Record to every
post of the American Legion. It was
referred to the committee on printi-

ng.
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daylight

Be a good listener evenings.
Absorb This:
BUSINESS IS THE BUSINESS
OF BUSINE8S.
(

by MeClur

Nw,ppr

BEDDOW BUICK COMPANY
GALLUr, NEW MEXICO

HERBERT BROS. BUICK COMPANY

Syndicate.)
.

Whtn better
tin its cipiMlllei f
test smss
m ftikes
ti ikswi Is yew stlsk
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GIFTS I
Our Holiday Shoe Stock is Complete and
Minute-Styl- e
and Prices Very Reasonable
Up-to-t-

SSioas for

he

automobiles arq built, Buick will build

:.,

(

OF A DOCTOR

hand of a successful
tHE
or one wno

physician,
may oeconie a success
tul physician, aliould be supple and
imootb. The following are some of
tbe traits of a good doctor, as Indi
cated In the hand:
Tact, shown by s thumb that is well
"walated," that Is, Indented or marked
at the Joint.
Kindness, shown by a mount of
Venus, or ball of the thumb, which la
moderate In alse.
the line of life and
the line of the head well apart.
Trustworthiness, a line of the heart
that la forked at the beginning.
Popularity la Indicated by a line of
fate which rlsea on the mount or
Luna (at the aide of the band) and
runs Into the mount of Saturn, at the
base of the second linger. This shows
unusual popularity, but also depend
ence on public caprice for success.
loo.)
(2 br

LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY, SHOP EARLY AND SECURE THE
"

YOU ARE WELCOME AT OUR STORE AND WILL RECEIVE PROMPT AND
' ;
COURTEOUS SERVICE
:

REMEMBER WE ARE GIVING AWAY

,

tt,

City of Flowers.
Florence, Italy, is known aa tbe city
of flowers, Here the famous orris root
perfumes are produced from root of
the large purple Iris or flag, which la
grown extensively throughout the sur
rounding districts.

n
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Tluttls Electrical

I

the Entire Family
BEST SELECTIONS

r

wssksMses
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THE HANP
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Htw I read yew ckw
Christie
ted tests

YOUR
HAND

1
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AZTEC, NEW MEXICO
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Christmas Gifts

Par Excellence

M
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I

la aomethlnd else

for everyone, from
to gxandfoika, whlls
Prices compared to auality
mas :e electrical gifts moat do
etrable for both the girer and
tne receiver.
Decide to make electrical gifts
your choice and select them from
our ample stocks.

Uttu

you our Gift Suggestion

rouur.

UGTIUCAL GIFT IUAOOVABTUUI

0

V

WORTH OF VALUABLE PRESENTS
THE SHOE HEADQUARTERS

EACH AND EVERY ONE WILL RECEIVE PRESENTS ACCORDING TO THE
YOU WERE SATISFIED WITH YOUR
AMOUNT OF THEIR PURCHASE.
PRESENTS LAST YEAR AND WILL EE SATISFIED AGAIN THIS YEAR.

mm
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CORNER COAL AVEKUS AND TH'JSD STREET

A

UNE 0' CHEER

y John Kendrlck Bangs,
MY SONQ

'

MI

www

must dwell on love
llneaa.
And things of Joy and
BONO

cheer,

''

.:.'"

That thoss who dwell 'mid sosnes
of stress
May feel their spirit near,
And be reminded In their pain

that

hr:

as the sunshine follows rain
niht of woe the

So on their
morn

Will Htht the way to peaoe

born.
(10 W Hectare Newspaper
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happinest and
with the Yule-tiwill toward men.
rood
Cast temz b CaAtm torn X
(Utter Dy Sriafei)
CHURCH IN CHRIST
nnda at
gundar School
fConrreffational)
10:3 A. II.. at City Club EWM.
'
Mintater
Rer. Lewie A Stark,, D.
'
1.
eoUactioM.
Everybody wvleoaM.
rimh Vnrahln with
spixit '.n T
csusca of
on "The RehibU
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Dictum
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' end.
Fourth Sunday in .dvent .
t koa
,.nA?frnin WnaahlD Christ'
- rrmwn from a small
Communion, 8 A. M. ;
During my nme
.... i oneww wk .MHt nrooVlv nun" T "5" tne Holy
on 'The
.
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srvli with sermon
v
a.
School,
Church
to
For Today.
7nTi
style weexiy
rhriatma
in this .Morning Prayer and Sermon, .11 a. u
of
some
pride,
with
SUti. This
degree
I can say
If the wise- u .i
Special Christmaa Music.
mm afar to- wor
... mu. n-- n..
of the NatlV' men bwujutj
ia my only reward.
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.t.!. .L. U.nmii ahniilri nnt averv
Mr. A. H. Carter, wno nas Deen wim
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make a real effort
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.
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SWeM a hearty satisfaction in knowing that Mondy night at midnight: Chora. Vnruimaa
rami, Wtiila"; Service An
v
..ift.nn unr.h
rhrintmaa oroKram by the
.i.kitMt
I1U A. jn.
VTIBIUUK U
music; singing
others; fine Christmasttlalt
frnm Santa
Prosperous New Year, I dio you, aieu GEO A BYUS
i.j .v. (Vl.ufM
METHODIST CHURCH
Claus; and plenty of good things for
ANNOUNCEMENTS
every enna present, bw
John Witt Hentrix, Pastor
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210 Coal Avenue
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political
bosses.
be
the thumb
The.
case of collecting delinquent taxes against the
delinquent
was urged to collect
wnenpnwui Myers
ntoA nnr taxes and at the
nffman while at it. He did not 8t our
his claim, nor did he get our
?M
upon'i"'
to lock our
h.
can.
"ton jeconS ana though
uv
doors, he waited nis time
",U,,C'""V
was accorded others, at
and this same gentlemanly treatment
Sheriff
of
Myers. I is om thing
judgement
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the public in office and anto be a gentleman while servingfor
the satisfaction of soullees
a
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be
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other thing
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and would E Political bosses. , Take
on the job in the capaare
Sheriff
Myers
Judite Schauer and
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peace
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political persecutions.
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TheTwith Town Marshall W. P. Diggs,
out-laelements in hU district and
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success
such
with
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to
extend the season's
UbSSS case, Gallup is in a position
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greetings to her good citizenship.
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policemen should wear uniforms. The
sight of a uniform stops speeding. That is the aim of the law
not to trap reckless drivers and gatner m lines to ease up loca.
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FARMER WONT DE FOOLED
a
WHATEVER may be public opinion in reference to
of
the
welling
from
spring
whether
approval
iers' bonus,
from
come
disapproval
gratitude in the American heart, orfinances.
Senator Smoot,
of the country's
wh?o?pose?the bonus, is likely to stub hU.toe in hi- - proposk
sales tax. And
tion to meet the emergency by establishing a to his
proposed
alluding
farmer
fool
to
the
by
not
he ia
likely
v;
bill aa an "expenditure tax."
are already taxed to death.
Thlfarmer already
suffering overly from hgtafto
the
for
things he has to buy
pay exhorbiUnt prices
low prices for what he has to sell, and, unquestionaVales tax will ont lessen this burden. The Seenator
ably
taxa-tf- f
ia one of the country's .foremost experts in
Wei to cross this bridge nd assuage the farmer by
exempt from
all expenditures below $6,000 shall be
fa .well affect
th
how
see
to
difficult
is
theproposed tax. but it
of our cltizene.
the farmer any more than any other classa fact
are uguaUy on a
of
the
tneperwaallr
expenditures
larger scale than
Smoot should
other industries. Moreover, Senator
- out in the man
standthat
characteristic
one
if there is
5ith teh hoe it is the spirit of fair play always bespeaks oppo- sold--

it Nothing that Expresses the True Spirit of Xcias
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NOTICE
DEPOSITORS
McKINLEY COUNTY
V

BANK '
Get "Proof of Claim" into
Receiver not later th.an
January 12th, 1924, or
forfeit your claim.
The Depositors
-

-

c.
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make up tJte rank and flla of ho,
manity. They comprlss" the csy
common people whom, as IdnctU
;said, God surely must have lovei
' since ha made so many of tlza. I
Ploddera
are hot without th!r
laany virtuea.. tier are stiLIa, n- Eable, industrial. They are the
foundation of Society. '
.
They are tremendous, slow but constantly moving force. They carry
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of

tov.lt
handed
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vis-io-

gift' .of
leadership, Uiey who direct the way
of tie mirth. Te them only is-- riven
on
iaicicatim. It ia taey who i
tie eurtiln of tie future Ce next
rirht move for the masses to make.
, Tie notion are the can who dare
marsh ahead and alone.' Eecaue of
their confidence, the wooden nut con
fidence in them and follow them. Axe
liraiti leadership. The leader must
express the new or be supplanted by
him who represents that which is
new. Every champion ia some 'day
confronted by his better. Youth is
bold and leaps ahead.
"
Mitrs are never afraid. As soon
aa timidity controls they cease to be
s,
masters.
:,: ; ::.
It is only the man who ia subservient to the truth who wears an
armor which .nothing can penetrate.
Back in the ranks are the doubters,
grumblers, stumblers. Their protests
are silenced bv the dodders, who bear
them forward, willingly or unwilling
ly, on the great march.
Sometimes the whole mass seems
to fall back. But the masters do not
ffear. They know-th-e
light of the star
will lead them on again.

little rcr.x
ri;2
'

W-t

T TTTLB WORM was hidden wider
a leaf. He did nbt dare move, for
all the early birds were oat looking
for him or some of hie family and he
wished he had stayed la bed as bia
minute.
.,,
brokers bad done. ,
he thought, look."What, Is that
HJar1y 1o. bed and early to rise
at
round
and hard- ing
something
makes folks healthy, wealthy and wise,"
on
close
beside
the
looking
ground
Little Worm had once heard some one
under which he was hiding.
the
leaf
ao
be
to
bed
and
went
tot
early
uy,
"Looks as If I could get Inside that
np early In the morning, Just to try
end find out If all. this saying was and be safe," thought Little Worm.
creatures could
true. And here he was frightened half "Those Bliarp-blllenot peck through that, I am certain."

r
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.

,

d

BsfNl

finalinc-Gasoli- ne
which has been
used for cleaning an article may be
used strain and again if. when soil
ed, it is filtered through filter paper
which can be purchased at any arug
....
store. ,.
',"

Committee

UELPINO

Be crawled out from
his borne In an old piece of wood by
the roadside and' here he was surrounded by early birds.' He would
never be wise or wealthy now, he
feared, and is for being healthy, Little Worm was feeling 111 that very
lasy brother,
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The giver of flCOCt) to
key
scouts to fight the dime novel s5Mila
read something of the two-Jbrand. Okmulgee Democrat

OT1IET.S

man caa find time to
The moat determined
man can, without harm to himself,
stop now and then to help others on
busiest
tpm)
be helpfuL

flTI?

the way up.
Few successful men there are who
have notions much for their fellows.
The race for success Is hot and hard,
but there are always times when
others can be lifted from the roadside
and put back on their feet
Bard Indeed Is the man who will
not offer a word of advice or encouragement to a brother bound the same
..
way. '.
There Is little enough kindness In
the world, but that Is not the fault of
.
Its great men.
i
Read biography and you will dis
cover that practically, all those who
attained high places In the world were
glsd to give others a hand on their
-

that none of the sharp eyes looking
for him saw even the leaf move. He
was safe under a large nut.
It took some time for Little Worm
to get Inside the nutshell, but when
he did he found he had a nice home
'
war
all to himself; a safe one, too, where
The old, the weak, the 111 need help,
birds, early ones or late ones, could as a matter
of course. They need more
not get him.
, than
they receive, although the world
was
Brother
"Ah,
wrong," Is learning,
Wrlggley
day by day, better to promused Little Worm as he ate his oil. vide for them.
Course,
"Early to bed and early to rise does
But the young need help, too. They
make one healthy, wealthy and wise.
need to be told of the dangers that Light
"Here am I feeling one after a good wait on ahead
and how to avoid them.
breakfast and there Is plenty left for They need the lessons that the more
dinner and supper aa well, so that Is successful can
give them and, above
wealth. And I was wise enough beall, they need encouragement when
CHRISTMAS TREE
I
fore, because was wise to get up and they get "In the dumps," as the young A
asrlow
with little" lamps of
not stay In bed like lazy Wlggley, for are prone to be.
colors
and many shapes
If I had I should never have found a
many
You will never be poor or so unsuc
nice hard house to live In like this.
cessful that you cannot afford to be adds life, variety and charm
"No wind or rain can touch me and kind.
will and provides the safest methlour way to
it Is snug and warm. Talk about be- never be so hard thatprosperity
you will not od of tree ligthing.
ing as snug as a bug In a rug my, have opportunity . to speak a cheering
my, he Isn't nearly as comfortable as word or do a kindly deed to others These little lights are so con-

You Will
Your Christmas
Tree Electrically

Of

all

"What la Thatt" He Thought
to death with all those sharp bills
pecking about trying to find him.
Little Worm's brother Wriggle; bad
told him there was no truth In this
saying, not for tlie Worm family anyhow. "Lnte to getftip and late to bed
make a worm happy, fat and well fed.

-

Is good enough for me," said Wriggler.
"The early bird catches the worm.

once heard, and he Isn't going to
qptch ma And If ypu wish to be
healthy be wise now and stay In bed."
But tittle Worm would not heed his
1

a

worm In a nut I
"I think I will make a little rhyme
about that," said Little Worm:

"Too may sing about the snugness of
.
a bug In a rug,
But the worm In a nut Is the snuggest
of snug."
($, llll, by ItcClur Nwiptpr ByndlMtt.)

Colorado G. O.P.
Prohibition Party
To Put Up Ticket
For Pres. Cool id ge
CHRISTMAS

Just a word in which to say
' Happy be your Christmas
...

Day,

Happiness and glad good cheer
Lasting you throughout the
year.

n

venient. Complete in sets of
who need your help.
It Is well enough to be determined eight all ready for attaching
to succeed, to be devoted to the
no fuss, no trouble. Can be
achievement of success. But he who turned on or off in a
twinkling.
climbs to the top over the backs of
his fellows gains a prise not worth Just as easily detached
having, and lives and dies, mean, put away for another time.
selfish and despised a lite that no decent man would wish his deadliest Get a Tree Electric Outfit and may
you all have a Merry Christmas and
enemy."
a Happy New Year.
Do not be kind because it pays divi
dends. Do not be helpful because you
expect to profit by It Be kind be1 GALLUP ELECTRIC
cause you want to be kind, snd your
life will be happy and your old age
filled with contentment.
by John Bttke.)

and

DENVER, Dec 16. Colorado re
publicans have a new date to look for
ward to early in the coming year,
George H. Shaw of Fort Collins, state
"Electrical Merchandise"
Miss Alta Crumb was married to
chairman, announced here today. Mr.
PHONE 12,
Collins said he expects to call a mee- George Bird in Berrien County, Mich.,
ting of the 'State central committee In last week.
February to select the time and place
for the state convention which will
name the party's fifteen delegates to
the republican national gathering in
Cleveland, June 10.
In the opinion of John F. Vivian,
national committeeman,
republican
who returned today from the conven
g
meeting in Washington,
to June 10.
the Colorado delegation to the nationFormer Representative Charles H. al gathering is certain to vote for
Randall of California, who was the Fresicient Cooiidge lor tne prestden
party's first successful congressional tial nomination,
candidate, told the committee that an
independent party, with a platform
With thanks for the patronage extended us
likely to appeal to the prohibition
during the past, we desire to extend to all
party, was sure to be formed. It will
be headed, he predicted, By Senator
our very best wishes for
LaFollette of Wisconsin, or Henry
Ford, and may advance a ticket that
the prohibition party may adhere to. Earth'i grandeit hearu bv been lov
A MERRY Q1RISTF.IAS
Ing bearti,
o
Sine time and arth began
i
Lord Chesterfield said no woman And
the
who klues tali mother
was so ugly that she could be insen- la every boy
.
Inch a man.
AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
sible to flattery, but he must have
Eben Rexford.
said something else, to get his reputation. Louisville Times.
FOOD THE FAMILY WILL LIKE
WASHINGTON, Dec. 14. The
prohibition party plans to take no
chances about finding a ticket it can
support in the 1924 campaign among
those to be chosen by the other political organizations, but will nominate
candidate of its own before the re
publican and democratic national conventions have an opportunity to name
their standard bearers.
Decision to put a ticket into the
field was reached here last night by
the national committee of the party,
which selected Columbus, Ohio, as the
convention city and instructed its ex
ecutive committee to fix a date prior

;

Both Sides of Street

LPI5PCTC0.

tion-pickin-

Carbon City Tailors

a

breakfast or supper dish
is nothing more appetizing, If
you like codfish than :

FOR

Life is like walking along a crowd
street there always seem to. be
Codfish Balls.
fewer obstacles to getting along on
Wash salt codfish and pick In
the opposite pavement, and yet, if
one croses over, matters are rarely pieces, using one cupful. Wash, peel
menaea. iiuxiey.
and cut In slices two cupfuls of finely-dice-d
potatoes. Cook the fish wltb
the potatoes until the potatoes are
soft. Drain and mash well, add a
tablespoonful of butter, one
egg, a dash oi pepper and
drop by spoonfuls into hot fat. Fry
until brown. Flat cakes may be made
and sauted in butter, turning so that
both sides are browned.
ed

well-beate- n

:

,

The Santa Fe gays efficient transportation to meet growing needs

of country u possible under existing Governmental regulation.
Farmers and business men asked to exercise their influence in giving
Transportation Act a fair trial.
TLa

Aur MMtiinftl life artsi1iits1v

tfinAi

the
depends upon transportation, primarilyfuncrailroads. To insure that all important
tions of the railroads are discharged in an
orderly and dependable manner the Govern-mehaa undertaken to regulate them in the
following particulars:
1. A Government Commission determine

7. A Government Commission determines
whether or not a railroad line may be built or
abandoned, leased, sold or merged with any
' ,.
other line. ;.

nt

.

1

freight and passenger rate.

A Gorernment Commission determines
what is a "fair return" on the value of prop2.

.

8.

Any and every form of discrimination

is prohibited by law.

A Government Commission prescribes
safety methods and appliances and makes
constant inspection for any failure to observe
.V
!
its requirements.
9.

A

There are duties devolving upon the
people to see that the railroads are given fair
treatment by the Commission and Boards to
' 3. A Government Conmiission determines whom has been delegated the task of exercising the overwhelming control described
the above value of transportation property.
above, and that the provisions for such control are not lightly tampered with nor changed
A. A Government Board determines
and worLfj con3oDS in case of dis- until some clear need for change appears.'
watsbetween
railroad employer aund employe. With such treatment assured the railroads can
pute
and will grow in capacity and efficiency to
3. A Government Commission determines meet all the needs of our country, and health
and vigor will be assured to our great national
whether or not railroad may
gj&d bonds.
industries, such as fanning, manufacturing,
erty used for transportation purposes, but does
not guarantee any return.

k

.

mining and commerce.
A Government Commission has
T7.&STCrY. President
determined how all railroad accounts
Seals Fe Railway
The Atchison, Topeka
.
tie to be kept.
..;;-..:,:v... V.
6.

',

'.,

.

System

-

.

Cut

'

I

'

corn Chowder.
one and
Inch cube of
salt pork Into small dice and try out
until the cubes ere brown, add one
sliced onion and cook five miuutes.
Strain fat into a saucepan. Parboil
four cupfuls of sliced potatoes, add
to tho fat, then add two cupfuls of
boiling water and cook until the potatoes are soft ; add one can of corn
and four cupfuls of scalded milk.
Season' with salt and pepper and
serve with milk crackers which have
been scalded In hot milk.
'

S

one-ha- lf

'

-

Chicken en Casserole.
Dress and clean a young fowl and
cut Into pieces for serving. Spread
d
of a cupful of butter,
with
put Into a casserole and sprinkle with
salt and pepper. Add one cupful of
cream and two cupfula of fresh mushroom caps, broken into bits. ' Cook
ten mtnutea then thicken with one
tablespoonful of flour mixed with two
'
tablespoonfuls of water.
one-thir-

Peanut Macaroons.
Beat the white of on egg until stiff
of a cupful of
and add
granulated sugar gradually, while
beating constantly; add live
of chopped peanuts sod s
tsaapoonful of vanilla. Drop from the
Up of a spoon on a buttered sheet two
Inches apart. Garnish with half of s
peanut and .hake for twelve te fifteen
minutes.
;

one-four- th

table-spoonfu- ls

MS
CHRISTMAS
May yours be the hope of the morning
'
And the peace of Bethelhem's star
And the joy of Christmas dawning
i Wherever on earth you are.
V
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community.
Tht several grade rooms were oren
and visitors had the privilege of see
ir-tht preparations bain made for
tM comma oi December s nitron
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to order by

The meeting was' called
the president, Mrs. Floyd,
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of eractlc
as benocial as U
la tstotUaolng.
to a Uttie while those
of as who succeed la obtaining mastery of our tsnotloBt, our glib tor-o- e,
our struttisg pride aad our iadolsoce,
Bod ourselves la a new world,
7 '
; We wonder at the arreeableness of
our friends, 'the lovellaets of the blossoms, the tweet songs of the birds
and the thousands of beautiful things
all about ua which heretofore ws have
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The first
numbers on tht program were two
Christmas songs, by tht children of
the third trade, Kiss Barker teacher.
These were enjoyed by both the au
dience and the singers.
A brief business session followed:
A discussion of an Art Exhibit for
Gallup was held. Mr. White spoke on:
The New Mexico Art, now on exhibit
at The Museum in Santa Fe,
for exlhibita in New attxi- - passed without notice.
being-availabl-

'

'

At last we havt succeeded in pulling an old mask from our face sad
we are able to smile.
We have la
some way conquered our stubbora
spirit and found a grain of faith
faith In ourselre snd la our Intimates.
We are changed tad tht wholt
world 1s changed with ua.
It It whea we realise this that we
s great dash of Joy,
experience
In Lydlsa measures aad
rhymed
tuned In sweetest keya.
We soar oo the wings of the dove.
Wt have risen high above the bogs
and quagmires.
(
We have come from a state between sleep and waking. Our vision
is clear. Our mind Is alert, appro
dative, considerate and kindly disposed. Our thoughts fly straight to
tht mark, never diverted by
or a violent rush of hot blood.
la some Indescribable manner a
burden has slipped from our galled
shoulders, and we are buoyant, hap
py, unconquerable.
The ruling forces of the universe
have taken hold of us, while other
and lower forces are losing ground.
Affection, sentiment and compassion
have become parts of our disposition.
The control of Impulse has grown
perfect through the supremacy of our
Ruin-Runne- rs
o
higher motives.
We are enslaved ao more by the
GO AHEAD AND TRY
harpies of pssslon. The simple opera
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 11.
the careful and
"Us women," aaid the suffrage Authority would be granted President tion of
bat
leader, "can do anything that you Coolidge to use naval craft and men continuous exertion of
H
east-bou-

--

g

la 183.
October not being a month during
wfcica tourist rattt were effective for
t
travel, the 25 per cent in CO.
creese it pointed to at a very good
The amagementt for the exhibit
frustration of tht tnormoui businett were left to a committee.
development that it going on on tht
The assembly at thia time were ad
coatt and alto it it indicative, the
to meet in Miss Faircloth's
journed
officials tay, that biff affairt relat- room where the Seventh
grade pupils
ing to agricultural, industrial , and
presented a very unique Christmas
manufacturing enterprises, are de- pisy
of a mining camp.
manding tht attention of an army of Miss Faircloth
and htr pupilt are
men who find it profitable to travel
between California and the big cen- to be congratulated on the success of
ter of the east while carrying on thia the play and the P. T. A. are very ap
preciative oi tne opportunity afford
attadily increasing butineaa.
ed them of hearing it.
The Santa Fe chief also points to
The next "progression" was down
the fact that the number of people
who came to California over that rail- two flights of stairs to the Domes
road from May to and including Sep- tic Science room where delicious sand
tember, this year, was 30 per cent wiches and coffee were served.
o
greater than the travel to this way
lor we same period laat year. In fact, Coolidge to
it has been shown that all estimates
made by the traffic officials as to the
outlook for a big passenger business
this year have been exceeded in
WASHINGTON, Dec lt-Cc-neral
every case. Mr. Duffy predicts an campaign headquarters for President
even greater increase in the tourist Coolidge will be established in Chi
and home seeker travel to this state cago on December 27.
for the remaining weeks of this year, James W. Good, former member of
and for all of 1924.
the house from Iowa, and now prac
Just back from Chicago, the Gen- ticing law in cnicago, has been seeral Passenger Agent declared the lected to manage the campaign in the
conditions art improving and people middle west for the nomination of
at a rule are learning more about die President Coolidge.
o
wonderful Summers in California, and
are no longer of the opinion that the
state it a wintering place only,
,
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the

liquid beauty of the

lag history. It la not as tt gsatraUy
supposed, a coatractioa of aJellnSa 'or
CeilBda. or even Bosallaa, though the
latter came lot existence la some-whthe same manner. Linda is one
of tht "serpenr names, which are
found in ibun dance la Teutonic
'v"1'
nomenclature.
The old! Oerman word for snake
lindwurm, or aupple worm. The
Vlslgttbs considered the litbeness of
the saako a' characteristic of great
beauty and the word survived and
Anally reached Spain as Undo or Uada.
tt wu translated to mean "fair woman." The Spanish Uada, which was
used as, a proper name in that country, was brought to other European
nations and to England as a suffix
rather than a complete name.
In the Sixteenth century, tht fash-Io- n
arose for attaching it to other
feminine appellatives by wsy of ornament Its significance forming a pretty
Btymol-ogltcompliment to Ita bearer.
claim that Rosalind and Rosaline
'
originated In this manner.
sound
liked
the
England, however,
of Linda so well that tht name waa
preserved Intact and has grown In
popularity both there, and In this
country, where It is especially prevalent la the South.
at

-

CHRISTMAS
'"""""

;,
'r':'
When old Santa knocks at your

"''''?'';":'

's

door
We "hope that he will bring
All you want and even more
Yes; every blessed thing.

tt

'

The sapphire

Is

PURITAN BAKERY
CASADOS

Linda's tallsmanlc

e

WALKER, Preps.

gem. It Is believed to hsve the power
to enhance her beauty and charm aad
protect her from envy. Monday Is
ber lucky day and 7 her lucky number.
(v k WhMltr Sjradlett, lee.)

Navy May Fight

TliE RIGHT THING
ataW

will-pow- er

tansnaasBBBi

nun

mm
to prevent rum smuggling under a set ut free. .
"Yeah," sneered hte cynic, "let's bill
Where formerly we moved about
by Representative
see yon grow a beard.''
with dour faces wo now go with beam
Summers, Republican, Washington.
ing smiles; where la other days we
were met with rebuffs we are given
cheery receptions and encouragement
The Strong, sunny parts of nature
which we have by supreme effort developed are ours, and we are keeping
step with the victors, sure of victory
for ourselves la the faith that Illu
minates our way.
(Ob tits, fer MoCIot Wtwywr SyatlsaU.)
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Anyone Laughed
At You
Because

By BTH1L R.
FEYSE

You

Keep ReHgleut Holidays
"Old ltyle"t
This laughter takes all the
nerve you have to "keep going,"
through., Don't mind It If you
observe religious festival! and
holiday! and the Sabbath, you
get something out of It that
should make you above anyone's
If
laughter, so why worry?
you observe these dsys because
your family wants you to, and
not because you care to, even
here you are being truly unselfish snd the laughter of others csn't really hurt you, except
We all
In your Imagination.
need more time, for reflection
and the religious holiday that
will bring more of ua to our knees,
if only for a respite In life's little humilities, helps more tbas
any laughter can mar,
In

CHRISTMAS
To you and all of yours we wish
A Christmas full of cheer,
And may you all be sure to have
A prosperous New Year.

Service Grocery
E. W. TAMONY, Prop.
'

tht

y
hers Is:
Your
top, observe and eontem-plats; you 'will be the gainer,
the laugher the loser.
(ffl bjr ItoClur Nwippr SndloaU.)
get-awa-

Yotinrt Lsadr
turn 7y
w Across
C5"h

CHRISTMAS
When Christmas shall
stow ...

0

m

ita-

-

gifts

be-

'

,

it bring its best to you,
The gift of peace, of angel's song
And the gifts of friendship true.
May

Merchants Banlc

-

sMARTUaXSIA1L

dufrs

Whatever you would snake hsvbttuat
praetlee It Bplotetue.

IF

YOU

FLAY CARDS

TM EVERT community there
some women who never receive

art
in-

vitations to card parties. There are
alwaya men at the club who are never
asked to take part In a friendly game
of poker or whist. This msy possibly
be due to the fsct that they play a

i

.,

j

..li.

ii JJ jv.

v, ...

i .i

very poor game. Much more frequent
ly tt it due to the fact that they are
negligent of the little fine point! of

courtesy In the game. ;
At a general thing no conversation
should be Indulged in during the
game, save that which It part of the
playing. Tht person who Insists on
talking la Inconsiderate of the others,

who are confused or annoyed by this
distraction. ;
Even among the least serious players, remember that you should give no
Intimation of the nature of your hand
or your approval or dlsaproval of another person's play. Especially when
you are playing partners this will
often aid your partner and throw the
game Id your own favor.
Even when playing the most trivial
game remember that It Is very bad
form to change your play, even when
you have thrown the wrong card by
, mistake.
When there Is difference of opinion
as to the wsy la which a game Is
played, the opinion of the majority
should prevail.
If there is a tie In
thia opinion and there are no written
rules to refer to. It should be settled
tht cards.
by a simple drawing
However, there should never be any
heated dispute concerning the rules of
'
the gsme among friendly players,
If there are different ways of play
ing the game, this should bo settled by
the hostess st a card party so that all
tables play In the same manner.
No
guest should ever dispute the verdict
of the hostess In a esse of this sort
The main thing, of course. Is to have
all play In the samt manner so that
all will have the aamt advantages, ' If you and your friends play for
money, never invite a newcomer or
stranger to play . with you without
clearly Indicating this la the Invitation. If you find that you are expect
ed to play for money and have not
previously been told that you would be
expected to do so, yon may, without
any breach of courtesy, decline amicably to play. If you do not like to
play cards for prises snd still wish to
attend a card party where prises are
given, 'you are quite free to ssk your
hostess not to count your tally la the
general totals.'"'
A woman should never take advan
tage of her sex In any game or sport
In which ahe compotes with mea
la
golf, you know, a woman Is expected
to replace the Sod she breaka aad to
hunt her own balls Just like the men
the plays with, so In cards she shows
poor spirit If she permits the mea to
shuffle for her or deal when there Is
no reason why she should do this ssvs
thst she Is s woman.
(S tilt, kr MCIiin Httimw Sjrmdlwle.1

CHRISTMAS
Here's for a Merry Christmas
The best in many a day, .
May Santa scatter his blessings
Of joy along your way.
,

Jones Electric Co.

of

Be
The young lady across the wsy soys
the federal court dockets are terribly
crowded and the supposes tht divorce
we are a greet tttractloa to a lot
of morbid people with aothtng better:
to do thaa sock in aad oat over Ca

'

RIGHT TIMB

self-contro-l,

Imptrttnt Ottall.
I dreamed I saw a man kissing

you Isst night
Sht (Innocently)
It London

What

tins

was

Tlt-Bit-

The d?eranet between a aalnt aad
a sinner oa any given day often is
rareno between a p?- ts

Try

CHRISTMAS
Here is ours to add to others
Let us say as matter of fact,
Ours includes all the others, plus

7"

What'er they may have lacked.
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President Cr rt Is
of
the Harding Li-ior- itl
Association,
the purpose of which is to collect
to maintain
lunae lor tra ejection
a Warren G. Ljrdinc UamoMaL J.
W. Chapman has been appointed
chairman for llcKlnley county, to
whom all contributions should be sent
The amount of money thought to
be necessary, and for which effort
shall be put forth to raise, Is 13,000,
000. One-ha- lf
of this sum, $1,800,000,
Is to be used for the erection of a
mausoleum and citation of a shrine:
one million is to be invested as an endowment in Government bonds to
sustaining in perpetuity the mausoleum and shrine; the balance is to be
used as the Board or Trustees snail
deem best for 'perpetuating the ideals
of understandnig in diplomacy and
the functions of Government, through
cooperation with an educational insti
tution, or otherwise as the Trustees
shall determine.

ei

Heating itove, $8.00.

Fsrhaos you have had voar worriai
abbot juat what to purchase for
uurutmaa remembrancei and necessities. The remaining time between
tUs minute and Chirtsmai morning is
short One of the principal reasons
for the existence of the Hanns Novelty Store is to help you solve the
Christmas shopping problem, We
have the exact articles you want and
the prices are the lowest ever recorded on Christmas articles In the town
of Gallup.
We still nave remaining a splendid
lot of Christmas books for the young
people, good substantial hard back
Arabian Nights; Mother
books
Goose Rhymes; The Three Bears;
Three Little Pigs; Trix and Nix and
their Pud. Stixanlix: Robinson Cru- eso; Cinderella; Black Beauty and
Grimm's Fairy Tales, at 25c each. We
have other books at 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c,
Toy
36c, 50c and 75c. Ten-ke- y
Piano, $3.50; All
Piano, $2.00;
Kiddie
steel wagons, $1.50 to $5.00;
t,
$7.60;
Kara, $2.50; Baby
$2.75: Dolly buggy 75c,
Dolly rt
$3.80 and $5.50; Dandy coasting
sleighs at $4.50; Mechanical toys of
every description at low prices; tin
drums $1.25; drums with calf hide
hood $1.75 to $3.00; the Boy Scout

tri

Community XcuU

Tree for Gallup

As previously announced, Gallup
will hold a Community Christmas
Tree on Christmas Eve, in the Santa
Fe park. Only useful articles will be
furnished, with such gifts for the
kiddies, appropriate for Christmas.
Up to time of going to press, the
following contributions have been received by Secretary Jerry Farmer:
$100.00
Gallup Elks
15.00
Rotary Club
10.00
Spanish American Alliance
Hispano Americano Nacional. 10.00
10.00
Order of Eastern Star
5.00
Pythian Sisters
5.00
Rebekahs
8.00
Colored Baptist Church
5.00
Bass Drum with symbol $6.00; Dainty Jas. H. Drake
3.00
little laundry sets at $1.25; Vacumn Cash
bottles; Christmas boxes 5c to $5;
Total
$171.00
lunch boxes with vacuum bottles
o
We also have hundreds of
v $8.60.
CHARLES-ROS- S
other articles that we cannot mention
here but which it will pay you to drop
Annnunmnwnt has been made of
If
down to our store and examine.
will
the
see
our
merchandise,
marriage of Mr. Ralph Charles
you
you
and Miss Leota Ross to take place on
buy.
rrimtmmm Ttmv at. ttlA hama of the
We have an attractive assortment bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
ins
of beautiful dolls; little tiny ones at Koss, in uaiiup, at o ocioca in offi-nfa
will
10c; dressed dolls, each in a box at morning. Rev. L.a A. Stark
will be the cul
Thia mart-jurdolls at
and still-ey- e
25c: shut-ey- e
com
60c, 75c. $1.60, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50 and mination of a love affair that
a menced
while the two young people
and still-ey- e
$3.00; also shut-ey- e
dolls, $1.75, $2.50, $3.50, $5.50, were attending the Mesilla College,
Mr. Charles from Alamogordo, and
7.60, $8.00 and $8.50.
Miss Ross
Miss Ross from Gallup.
Children's dishes, china, decorated is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
metal and aluminum sets, large and N. A. Ross, a young laay oeiovea oy
rnmPK .from a
amall, 15c to $3.50; baby platees 50c mnn.rj. Mv rhartaa
to $1.00; juvenile cup and saucer 30c; family of prominent people of south
breakfast cups for dad and mother ern New Mexico, tie nas a posiuun
60c, 35c and 40c; beautiful water sets; with the Santa Fe, and Albuquerque
chocolate sets; individual dishes 25c will be their home. The Herald wishes
to $8.60 they make wonderful gifts to join the many friends ' of the two
families, and especially the happy
young contracting people, in extending congratulations 'and very best
HANDS' NOVELTY
wishes.
--
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tf your g maa of Los
Anzelaa. Cat., which viae will be the
home of the happy youeg couple, to
which they will go in about a week.
Ht. Knox has many friends in Gallup
wno cwuaratituiw wu iw mm hnm,
the beautiful and highly educated and
accomplished young lady, Carolyn
Morris, whose careful training is to
the crest of her dear mother, and the
attentiveness of a devoted father, Mr.
and Bin. W. H. Morris, who are
among Gallup's foremost and most
prominent people.
Little Cynthia, sister of Carolyn,
acted aa ring bearer, and so pert ecuy
did she perform that she was the ob
ject of the loving admiration of all.
George Morris, brother of the bride,
acted as best man,, while Miss Mary
g
friend of the
Vinson, a
bride, acted as bride s maid.
The bride was beautifully dressed
in a lovely wedding gown, and one of
the interesting features of her attire
was that the bridal veil was decorated
with the same orange blossoms worn
by the bride's mother, Mrs. W. H.
Morris, at her wedding.
. Mrs. L. A. Stark played the wed
ding march, "Largo," by Handl, with
soft music during the ceremony.
After the happy event, a six course
dinner was served, and with the mer
ry making? (meats, profuse and liberal
with their congratulations, and in this
The Gallup Herald joins in wishing
for the young Mr. and Mrs. Knox all
the blessings to accompany them thru
a long and useful life.
life-lon-

.

DAT tkZTt
tz returned
l!r. C. E. CniEr-V- y
to his heme at iort
Ark., after
a few days visit wIJj LIi son; Leon Sunday was birth Lvr tine f r
Leon Csariuir!
Ctarllnsky.
fcvtr"1
asi
s oi I a
his good wife and me...
Lis
members
of
J. Fr Heath, with
with a nucrar el
family,
home
at rave him a rousint- and lively rirty.
vmily, were here from their
i reeeo, during the week, doing their
C. K. Caarlinsky, father ef Lam,
Christmas sho;2g.
came all the way from Fort E-- X
And owrs
Arib, for the occasion.
W. B. Sherman loft Cls week for present were: Jernr S. Farmer, Dr.
Miami, FUu, to which rlace be was Abrahams, Dr. was bo urn, Dr. camea,
called on account of business matters. Louia Kuans, Dan Erentari, Met
He will return in about SO days.
Hena-eMr. and Mrs. XUz . Koaen
'
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Cattle Men

Shop

Nowt
Let us urge that you do your
holiday shopping at once.

Ma-M-

(Herald Correspondence)

Waiting until a few days before Christmas to make your
selections of gifts is liable to be
attended with disssppointment
Stocks are then reduced and
choice is limited.

BLUEWATER, Deo. 18. The L.
W. Lewis rock crusher- - has shut
down. Considerable of the machinery
and equipment is being loaded for
shipment; this includes the two steam
shovels, one of which will be sent to
Colorado, the other to be saraped.
The plant has been in charge of
Taled Sciles, and has been running
for about ten months. About one
thousand
hundred and seventy-fiv-e
yards of balast has been produced,
most of which nas been used on tne
tracks of the Santa Fe railway com-Pn-

Right now our collection of
goods for gift purposes is com-

plete and interesting.
And this is the time to enjoy
the greatest satisfaction from
the pleasures of Christmas buy-i-

n.

y.

,

;

About

We extend our very Best
Wishes for a Merry Christmas.

men have been

seevnty-fiv- e

at the crusher, a large

per-

centage of these being Navajo Indians. Actual crushing of rock was
discontinued a little earlier than was
expected, owing to the recent storm
which filled the quarry full of snow.
It is understood now tnat tne pun is
to start the plant again in the spring.
County superintendent of Schools,
Saturnino Baca, made an official visit to the school The work of the
teachers and pupils was carefully inspected and some changes in the
plans were made.
It has been decided to change the
time of the Christmas program which
was to be given on Friday evening the
21st to Monday evening the 24th.
The school will have an eight day
o
holiday vacation commencing Dec. 25
and endinsr Wednesday January 2nd,
MRS. WILBER CLARK
W. A. Thigpen and F. P. Nielson
wiiw Clark died at St. made a - business trip to Gallup last
Marys hospital Tuesday morning of week.
Co,
The Bluewater Commercial
tnis wees, one whs vui
nf wiihar rinrk. a son of Mr. and limekiln has shut down owing to the
m.. w w riark at this citv. Her cold weather and the fact that they
childhood home was at Partersville, are pretty well caught up with their
orders and have a good supply of lime
Cel., where she met and married mr. on
hand.
Clark, in Los Angeles. Her mother
WoitnssHav to accompany the
Albert Tietjen who has been work
remains, also the body of the baby, ing as fireman for the banta t e rail'
way company, is home again for a
that died in tne aicernoon oi
birth, back to the home of her parents few days.
Captain W. C. Reid and Mr. Iden
in California, for burial ,
o
of Albuquerque, who are the attor
nr-- a
Irrir C Warriner. wife of Dr. neys for the Bluewater-Tolte- c
home from gation District, came out as far as
Warriner, is due to return
.kt. Tann . tn which DlaCS SllO Grants with the purpose of taking up
was called on account of the serious the matter of bonding the district
illness of her father. Her latner oiea with the land owners, but on account
of the stormy weather they did not
last Friday.
call the meetincr and returned to Al
buquerque, leaving the matter to be
taken up at a later date.

.
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Methodist church Thursday afternoon
at 2:30 P. M., attended by a large
number of the friends of the bereaved
family, class mates of the deceased
The floral
acting as pall bearers.
offerings were many and beautiful,
attesting the love and esteem held for
the young life, a young man taken so
soon, in the prime of promise. Kev,
John Witt Heendrix officiated at the
funeral, one of the saddest ever held
in our community.
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SIS
SHOES REPAIRED
WHILE YOU

WAIT

.

AUTO CURTAINS
REPAIRED

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Ladies' and Gents'

We desire to extend our heartfelt
and sincere thanks to those who were
so kind and sympathetic to us during
the illness, death and burial of our
beloved son, smd especially to the
Knlghta of Pythias, Phythian Sisters
and to the Chas. Illfield Company and
employees.
May they, If the heavy
hand of sorrow is placed on their
shoulders receive as kind and sympathetic treatment as was extended to
us.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clarkson,
and family.

Shining Parlor

F. A. 11AZZA,
Proprietor
Phone 319

220 Coal Avenue

Gimimm
HAVE YOU

u''
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The club will have a strictly
gymnasium and wUl .be equlpaJ
with hand ball coarse, punching tor.
medicine balls, boxing gloves, saJ
bag, wrestling mats and shower
baths. No gambling or profanity wUl
be allowed In the club rooms, and our
citisena are assured that they earn
send their young sons to this resort
without fear of their being in the
company of those addicted to those
habits,
All are cordially invited to inspect
the club rooms and see the equipment
and have Mr. Danforth explain tit
workings of the Club. It is expected
to have some interesting boxlnj
bouts New Year's afternoon.

CARD OF THANKS

'

304 West Railroad Avenue
Formerly Beard Novelty Store

tJlli'lz CI

str-e- fc

Dawson, New Mexico, July 11, 1906,
and died at St. Marys hospital Monday, December 17, 1923, age 17 years,
after eight days illness with pneumonia. He had lived in Gallup for the
last aeven years, coming here with
his parents from the place of his
birth.
The funeral was held at the First

Early-S- hop

Aa

:U CLta at vc:
1
west, has cotr-!X- ti
poiats
ta
anar-raenan A' jj
and organic
Ic3e Uub in CcUup, axi It w3 t
located at the Carbon City LcjlL.t
Company office and yards on Secoxi

tcisr

Henry Clarkson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Clarkson, was born at

BLDETATER NOTES

employed

Jan.

LTr.'

HENRY CLARKSON

Go-car-
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An old fashioned Hebrew goose
dinner was served and with all its
side trimmings.
The affair couldnt
tl
have been more interesting, and all of
Max Frkovich, arrested by the us join in wishing Leon many happy
sheriffs department on a charge of returns or tne oay.
having liquor in his possession, and
who was taken before Judge Schauer, '
has been sick during
but refused to be tried in tha court, theJ. W. Bontemi
ia again at his desk
but
week,
last
ProFederal
was turned over to the
at
State
Bank.
the
Gallup
hibition Department, and Monday of
this week Special Prohibition Officer
to
Say Sutton arrived xrom Albuquerque and took charge of Frkovich and
10
Meet
the case waa heard before U. S. Com
missioner I. H. Ford. Frkovich was
The executive board of the New
represented by Attorney H. W. Atkins, with Sheriff Myers and Deputy Mexico Catle Men and Horse GrowC C Poe aa chief witnesses for tne ers Association will meet in Gallup
Frkovich was bound on January 10. There will be much
government
over to the U. S. Grand Jury, his bond business of importance to look after
fixed at $500, which waa given.
at thia meeting.

12-k-
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ANY ONE ON YOUR XMAS LIST
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We are most able to serve you in this
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CHAMPfl.QN
AMERICA'S ONLY VERSATILE CAR

For Pleasure or Business, The Champion
Meeto

all Requirements

F. Tuft, an old timer of Gallup,
now of Chicago, was here this week
meeting old friends. He said to the
editor of The Gallup Herald that he
was disappointed in not finding his
O.

old pal, J. H. McAdams, that he want
ed to renew old acquaintances with s
"Mac," and see if he could interest
him in an old time crap game. '

trip to

glad to note this marked improvement
and we hope to see him completely
recovered in health by an early date.

IMIDIDLA

CHIROPRACTOR
Dr. O. C. Warriner, Page Building.
-

Phone 88.

Open Evenings.
.......

.,

n.

,

shoot will be held
on the Aztec Flats Sunday. Lots of
big fat turkeys and geese and either
will make a fine Christmas dinner.
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Kenneth' Sully of Gamerco has
gone to Hurley to join his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Sully on a trip
to San Francisco for the holidays.

-

'

,

A big turkey

WE HAVE ALL THE LATEST MODELS IN STOCK
Enjoy- Your Evenings at Home) Listening in.

....

"Last Minute Rush"

E. A. Davis has returned from his
Los Angeles, accompanied by
his mother, where Mr. Davis went for
the benefit .of his health. We are

Now On Display in Our Show Room

F0RJT.1AS

i

....

Miss Mary Willson is home from
school at Albuquerque to spend the
holidays with her parents, Dr. and
Mrs. H. G. Willson,

:

s
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Dealer

c
NASH

WILLYS-KFiaGH-T

For Insurance of all kinds, see
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
Street Phone 248.
tf

la
OVERLAND

Merry Chrictmoo

a
Read the Christmas week program
for the Rex theatre. You will find : :
a line up of mighty fine pictures.

Announcement has been made from
Washington that Mrs. Flossie Fraser
at
hs been appointed postmistress
Cson, raectdbtg Xrs. E. T. rr"- -

Our stock embrace such a large variety of gifts
that are always appreciated
You can always find just what you want here
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CI:5rook T;lrx)
An interestef; place cf errs

j
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Iargesta lumber concerns of Louis
Una, their principal base of operations having; in the past been at
in that state. The transfer
here occurred on December ,1 and the
new owners are n o w actively in
charge of the business. The Cady interests have had an option on the properties for some time past, until finally the deal was concluded and the
transfer actually made during the
past few days. The concern will be
known in the future as the William
M. Cady Lumber Company.
The Holbrook Tribune is informed
that the present activities of the big
lumber company will continue, and we
are also told that the present capacity
of the great mill will likely be doubled within a short time.
This will, of
course, mean that the developments
in the lumber woods, the extension of
the railroad to meet the exigencies of
the occasion, and other necessary improvements will follow in rapid order.
William M. Cady, who has been on
the property for tho past week, is a
thorough lumberman of 30 years' experience. His staff is of that caliber
which can keep pace with his progressive ideas of development.
It is
said that other large capitalists are
connected with Mr. Cady, and the deal
'
will be carried out to the limit.
The change, which means larger
and more important developments in
Apache and Navajo counties, will
prove of great value to every community in the two counties. Holbrook
wil be especially benefited, as the
lumber which is cut in the woods and
finished in the mills will all have to
come through Holbrook, from which
point the Apache Railway runs to the
town of Cooley and the various lumber points controlled by the new com
pany in the two counties.
It is said that the same force that
has been employed in the put will
continue in the operation of the two
concerns, the lumber mills and the
railroad, which is good news to ail.
Of course other employees will be
sdded
the increased development
is undertaken.
T. A. Adey will be
general manager.
--
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CHRISTMAS
As our thoughts go back afar
To that wonderous star.

.

,

May all the joy on earth it brought
Find its place within your heart.

Santa Fe Grocery
J.

Montoya and R.

C

Maestas, Prop.

u

0

i

Thank God every morning when
you get up that you have something
to do that day which must be done,
whether you like it or not .Being
forced to work, and froced to do your
best, will breed in you temperance
and
diligence and
strength of will, cheerfulness and
control, and a hundred virtues which
the idle will never know. Charles
self-contr-

Kingsley.
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haa bean announced in CoSrock
Is tie fact tLat Cul
ing the put
Apacho Lumbar Conrpany tad the
Apache Railway Cowany nave pass.
4 to the control olJte TXiam U.
Cadjr Interests. This Is one of thai
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coraorated under 'Mlchtran stitute.
school to operate without
prom. The acnooi waa lounoaa ey
far. Ford to provide for boys wto
wish to learn a trade, and especially
for those whose circumstances make
it necessary to earn something to
ward-theiown support
From a beginning with six boys
and one Instructor, it haa grown to an
organisation with more than 700 boys
instructors.
and forty-fiv- e
the
Boys are admitted between
ages of twelve and fifteen. At eighteen they graduate and ere given
work with the Ford Motor Company.
A waiting list of over three thousand local boys makes It lmposaibls
to consider applications from other
cities.
The school is divided into three sec
tions. Each of these attends chus
work for one week and shoo work for
two weeks.
During the cslss week
the boys are studying English, Draw
Hie
ing,, Science, and uatnematics.
Emrlish includes the usual brandies
and Civics. The Drawing is mechani
cal and is based on the shop requirements. Science includes one year of
Physics, General Chemistry, Metallu
rgy, and Metallography, utnematics
begins with the fundamental pro
cesses of. Arithmetic and continues
and
through Algebra. Geometry,
Trigonometry. Because of the close
relation of the class and shop work
the boys can see the importance of
the academic branches, and this - ser
ves as an incentive for some to whom
class work is distasteful.
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Publisher Builds New
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Here la the Brst and exdaalve picture of the German former Crown
ITInce at home again. With him U his wife, who
stayed In Germany
through his Ave years of exile in Holland. This picture wu taken at
Oels. where they are now living In his castle there?

Florida Road
THE CONSPIRACY

I

conspiracy, lying and attack upon the
tomb of Jesus Christ is being carried
on today, not only against the tomb,
but against the Church and her fundamental doctrines. The purpose of
course, is to deceive the very elect.
The agencies of the Church are being
used, educational institutions are be-Im iwAaA tha nnwar of monev.il
being employed, and the great evanfundamental doctrines ara
gelical, attacked by members of the
most damnable conspiracy the world
ever saw. The battle is being waged
around the empty tomo.
Dmm
tin hiatflrlcal fact morl
the resur
nfattv MfAhlUhnl thanand
yet in
rection of Jesus Christ,
famous, perjuring, rationausuc,
preachers and teachers
are denying the supernatural, bodily
Mmmrdnii nf Jamm Christ Thev
are members of this infamous con- -

There was formed the greatest conspiracy against the resurrection of
Jesus Christ the world hu ever
known. They bribed the people who
were at the tomb and manufactured
a ridiculous lie in order that they
might create doubt concerning the re,
surrection of Jesus. The resurrection
Y
of Jesus Christ was a fact, and therefore the conspirators had to explain
the fact away, or in some manner destroy belief in its
Therefore; they held a conference and
outlined a program of deception
I
which hu been carried down thru
I
the ages, and the rationalistic,
W. J. Connors, Buffalo publisher,
forces of today are still
who conceived and it now complet- propagating the lie, and are members
ing a great cross-stat- e
highway,, of that conspiracy.
which connects East and West
The original program involved briFlorida and opens up thouiands of
bery, the use of power and money.
new farming acres.
They rehearsed their story, memorisReaf Christians should awake to
ed it and instructed the people how
Taxes may be lower when the vot to repeat it That same policy is the fact, be aroused to the crime and
ers pay more- attention to whom way being followed today.
expose the conspirators and their
The original program of bribery, conspiracy.
hire. Muncie (ind.) rress.
;

11

super-naturalne-

unre-generat- ed
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It's more than Merry Christmas
; That we are wishing you,
It's Bright and Happy Everyday
The coming twelve months thru.

Charles W. Davis
GENERAL INSURANCE
109

Phone 248

So. Second St.

Your patronage during the year Nineteen Hundred Twenty Three,

hat been greatly appreciated.
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May we

hope
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we will continue to merit your con--

fidence and good will; if our service this year has pleased you, may we

not have

,M BE SOLD

GOODS
Dolls and Toys
Smoking Sets
Chinaware

cheer throughout the New Year.
Yours for service,

('

Large Aitortment of Flowers and Potted Plants
For Christmu

U
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Soli Hxmril

that the gates

of prosperity will swing wide bringing to you gsod times

Bayberry Gifts
Toilet Articles

Christmas Boxes

more liberal share of your business during the coming year.
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AND
BOARD
ROOMS: Good
tome cooking. Reasonable. 306 West
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(

nam

h uh

bouse to
children.'
Haas.

urnisnea live room
responsible people. .No
Call 800 or tee Sigmnnd
:

!
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,
inn
0
. MODERN
Rooms, furnace heat,
hot and cold watere. 107 West Mega.

ths
Ralph
Pretty Mlea Olg
first sttp In a suit against John H
BABY CHIX: Barred Rocks, R. I. Klrby,
wtalthy lumberman of Texas.
Reds, (Penrod Strain), Buff OrpingMiss Ralph says a life annuity of
Gold-en
tons. Black Minorcas, Anconaa,
$6,000 was allowtd her for surrender
Buff and White Leghorns. Booking the legally adopted nam of Klrby
15-- lt
ing orders for January delivery.
at the dtiire of the aged millionaire.

FOR

SALE:

Remington

writer practically new,
Phone

gain.

and

at a

I

A purse containing $100,
and u tne party wno iouna it wm return if. I will viva lihoral reward and
wish you a very Merry Christmas and
Happy Neew xear. i am a wonting
girl and need every cent of that mon- LOST:

NEW YORK, Dec.
.
a
a
rare.
greetings from President anaUnited
riMAou tn tha children of the
States were sent out tonight by the
Santa Claus association which announced receipt of. the following
message:
"Through the Santa Claus association, Mrs. Coolidge and I wish the
children of the United States a very
merry Christmas."
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least some of thex farmers in this
state will begin to wonder if this
country after all could not get along
fairly well wiuout tne aia ox sovwc
Council
laws or soviet statesmen
Bluffs (Iowa) Nonpareil.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH.
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF,
T
AND STATE OF
rUfl In tK
McKINLEY
tka avaar
'
NEW MEXICO that were ever piled far better for
KAmfnrt and fnr dm than th dutl- - DVanlr R. Manat. KMelver of
Igeona in the air that are daily dug the McKinley County Bank; an .
'
'
ana cavern ea out oy grumoiing,
insolvent corporation, and
(
A man should Firestone Tre
Kuooer w
people.
to
US.
Ufa
hannier
maVa
and natnr
corporation, ,
pany,
'
Plaintiffs.
or he had better never been born.
Navajo Clankets
No. 2244
va.' :
Kmtm knth if ma can. hut better G. W. Curtiss, trading as the
Servic Tire A Accessories Com
Hep! Pottery
lose your "pep" than your "rep."
Caskets
pany, and Jennie Morello.
t
nezenaants.
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH.
'
WALTER E. COLENSO
SALE
NOTICE OF RECEIVER'S
IN AND FOR TUB COUNTY
virt'
OF
that
STATE
Notice
AND
is
by
McKINLBY
hereby given
FTX8T 8TRSST
.
ue" of an order of the Court dated
NEW MEXICO
Corner RaHroa4 Atsbbs
i
of
December 8th, 1023, in the above en
In the matter
the
titled and numbered cause which is a
Estate of R. H. Fraenckel,
No. 236 am If sit mrtinn fnr ttiA foreclosure of
.
Deceased.
NOTICE
that certain chattel mortgage executabove named defendant, G.
Notice Is Hereby Given, that the ed
.
... byim the
A
miau
It
above entitled court haa heretofore W. lurtiss, iraaing as oervice xirw
J. W. CHAPMAN,
mwiVaH thi
of administration A lu.n.anrtaa ("Vimminv. mortMSTOr.
as joint
ATTORNEY AT LAW
heretofore issued to the McKinley to the above named plaintiffs,
MM
J
oearing oaio r eoruary
County Bank, aa administrator oi tne mortgagees and
PHONE 256
filed for record and
above entitled estate; and that (aid 24th, 1922,
niir li.a ftulv and resrularlv aonoint- - romntml- March 15th. 1922. in Book
Rooms 15-- lt
Page BaUdlng.
chattel mortgages, at page
of
administrator
One
as
ed the undersigned
New Mexico
de bonis non of said estate ana tnat. Si, oi tne itecoras oi mcruniey counGallop,
all persons having claim against (aid ty, New Mexico, and for the estab- estate shall duly present and file the listimant anH fnrsclnaurA of the Hen of
same in the manner and within the said plaintiffs' under said chattel,
mortgages upon the property covertime made and provided by law. ,
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
ed and described therein; and for the
ALBERT LEBECK,
Ka annnintment of a Re- de bonis
Administrator
Pastor of The Methcdist Choree
R. H. Fraen- ceiver, to take into his possesion im
of
Estate
non
Residence 300 3rd Street
mediately, all OI tne personal properckel, deceased.
Phone No. 288.
covered by said chattel mortgage
ty
(2166)
M
nil ti invaninrv. advertise and sell
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A.
Plb. Dec. 1.
First
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
aa may be
by law
the . same
Last Pub. Dec. 22.
. provided
.
II court ior van
At Your Service At All Hoars.
ot turtner oraer ox saia
satisfaction of the judgment renderNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ed in said cause on the 8th day of
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE
December, 1923, and auch judgment
M.
N.
U. S. Land Office At Santa Fe,
for the principal, interest and
being
'
'
MOV. Zl. ItfiSO
fees made and provided for
attorney's
Notice is hereby given that John in the promissory notes sued upon in
n ith
-- - Ramah. New Mexico.
...
. .i,:. - nf
IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS
cause, .ami an
- eaio
wno, on sepiemDer
ana
ann
ivw,
other
expenses
tion
RtvV.raiiinr homestead entry. No. charges of said Receivership, and all
Sot
mBore
040700, for all of Section 22, Town- fully Bppears in the files and
neo
records in ine saia ana aoove vnuunu
snip m
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention an)j numbered cause, the undersigned
to make three year Proof, to estab- - 'PaMaiiror will, nn triA 21at dftV of Jdafl
CARPENTER and BUILDER ,
lisb claim to tfte lana aoove aescno- - uary 1924. ftt thek, hour of 10:W
Com-- 1
avt. l.ofnrA The United States
i'l. a . nr' .f U rVnnt
.aw.. Amir nf tha
U tlWVIW
trmj
Expert Furniture Repairing
missioner, at- Gallup, New Mexico, on McKinley County Court House, at
the 3rd day oi January, ins.
Gallup, New Mexico, sell, subject to
Win Give Yon Eight Hoars
and confirmation by the
Claimant names as witnesses:
approval
Honrs
Work For Eight
Pay
Joe J. Adams. Chester Brown, court at public vendue, to the highest
Frank Jones. Jason E. Wilcox, all of bidder for cash, in one parcel, all of
Ramah Naur Mexico.
.k. nd.inn.1 nrnnartv mpntioned and
A. M. BfcKli&Kii,,
described in and as covered by the
ofnromantinnaH chattel mortffaKe. fof
.Register
satisfaction of said judgment
(2167)
the
RUIZ A OVERSON
First Pub. Dec. 1
heretofore renoerea in saia cause, toLast Pub. Dec. 29
charges
gether with all expenses andsaid
Attorneys.
ner- orahln . The
7
OHIU
in and as"'
described
sonal
Practice in all Courts of
property
1 1U
O
STATE Li AINU
mortgage
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR j covered by the
described as
New Mexico and Arizona
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE being more particularly
"The entire stock of
follows,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
con
Nov. 28, 1923 goods, wares and merchandise,
Notice is hereby given that the sisting oi accessories, auiomouuo
fittings, tires, tire
State of New Mexico, by virtue of parts, repairs,
fittimra
and eouiDmentt
A i
a a f rVinarreaa. has selected.
also all vulcanising machinery, equip
the
this
following
office,
through
DR. M. M. ELLISON
ment, accessories, ana toois; ana mimv
:
lands:
all
all furniture anHandj fixtures, and loNo.
046898
Serial
List 722
i
nroDertV
nAinnnnl
.v,n. f WVUM K
A
SV4
A
4..
(
VVIICI
9
Sec.
SUHU.
f
i
cated in and upon those certain pre
IloU 1, 2, 8, 4, 6 SEKNWK,
commoniy Known aa
anu mises heretoiore
INC. 4
sec. 0.,
of business, of said defenLots Z, 3, 0 and 7 oi &ec. ix., ana the place
South side of Coal
of Sec. dant located on theSecond
Corner First St and Coal Ave.
Lots 1, 2, 8, 4, EHWH. E
Street, and
Avenue between
M.
P.
R.
M,
N.
17
9W.,
N.,
30,
Tp.
in the Town of Gallup,
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
Street, anil
Protests or contests against any or Third
all aa more nartic- xt i
all of such selections may be filed in ..lorlu doaorihaH and aet forth in that
n.
this office at any time before final UIUI I J
certain inventory by said Receiver
approval,
and which, on ana alter me ias any
A. Jn, HEiivuciivc,
1923, the Receiver will
Register. of December,
have on file in his office at Gallup,
MAURI
New Mexico, for the inspection of
i
HERMAN W. ATKINS
First Pub. Dec. 8
any and all prospective purcnasers
Last Pub. Jan.. 5.
of said mortgaged property.
ATTORNEY AND
T,ot ihn sniH tuHfrmnnt dated Dec
van PUBLICATION ember
Nfvnri!
LAW
8th, 1923 is in favor of the
AT
COUNSELLOR
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Frank B. Mapei, Receiver oi
plaintiff,
U. S. Land Office at Santa t'e, N. m. the McKinley County Bank, for the
wov. as, ivia
,
Two Hundred
sum of
Office
Page Building
hnrhv firiven that JoseDh principal($3250.00) Thirty
Dollars, together
Fifty
on
New
Mexico, who,
Day, of Ramah,
with interest thereon at the rate of
May z, lv iv, maae nomesuieau ciinry 10 per cent per annum from the 30th
Mexico
New
f,
Sec
No. 038176, for South
Gallap
of June, 1923, and until paid, and
tin 99. Tnumahln 10 N.. Ranee 16 day
in the further sum of Three
together
0
Thirty-Nin- e
and
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no Hundred
tice of intention to make xnree year itiwoot rinllnra. an attorney's fees.
Proof, to establish claim to tne iano and the costs of said action; and in
above described, before United Statu favor of the plaintiff, Firestone Tire
Commissioner, at Gallup, N. Mex., on & Rubber Company, a corporation,
EDMUND R. FRENCH
the 11th day of January, 1924.
nunareu,
for the sum or xnirty-rou- r
Lawyer ;
and
($3448.49)
Claimant
. names as witnesses:
Eight
. .
.
V
TV
Forty
UniteV
Mo Del itogers, iiames n. aBcaaun, rwji.ni
tnaathpr with interest there
Member Bar: Supreme Court
Claude T. Smith, Rulon Gallagher, all on at the rate of 7 per cent per an
'
States, Supreme Court of New
of Ramah, M. m.
num from the Z4tn day oi reoruary,
.Mexico.
A. M. BERGERE,
1922, and until paid, and together in
Cffice: tOS Coal Avenue,
Register the further sum of Three Hundred
(1388.02)
Eigthy Eight and
First Pub. Dec. 8
Dollars, as attorney's fees and all
Last Pub. Jan. 6.
costs of the herein cause.
Each bidder before or at the time
FOR of bidding must deposit with the Re
NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
THE BENEFIT Or- UKKUliuiio ceiver, a certmea cnecx in uw amount
DENTIST
Dollars
AND NOTICE OF HEARING of Two Hundred ($200.00) t
Aioert
the
order
oi
to
FILE
AND
MAKE
Worm
payable
TO
Building
i
'Office:
.
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GOOD JEWELRY AT GOOD PRICES

DIAMONDS DIAMONDS DIAMONDS
a Large Stock of Diamonds at Wonderfully low
We Offer
'
Prices, Do Your Xmas Shopping Early. Duy Now and
Take Advantage of This Opportunity. Compare Prices.
DIAMONDS

'

I

1

L

PERCENT DISCOUNT

QUALITY
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MUTTON AND CHICKENS
WB SELL
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The Equitable Life of
New York'

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
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BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL

Christmas Greetings
To All Children

or

Jewelry;

W. H. COLLINS,
Field Assistant

j

MARY RIVERA,
Waitress at Liberty Cafe.

'
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Cltj Marld
&

famwr-lab-

INDIAN
CURIO STOIIE

108.

hr
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la tLe xur.ty
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typebar-

LUST: some wnere Detween ine
Manhattan and Liberty cafes, a black
fur, style for neck and shoulder wear.
Return to Liberty cafe and receive re
ward.

.,.

i

.i.

gallup,

Think! What it means.
A .pleasure to explain.
The Season's Greeting.
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from both the old partita. Gregory Wv If
In Witness Whereof, I have hereri
s. u.) umes Aavocaxe.
to set my hand and seal this 16th diy
of Uecemoer, iszs.
- BometUng not to Have
CHARLES R. BELLMAINE,
With Mm iHiniul SI a hnnhl. at
..' '

The new
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Furnished room,
FOB RENT:
steam heat Call phone No. 829.

Warren Ave.

'

,

V-

Le-r-

m.--

Architectural fierTi
;
Conaedics

For a small deposit
nually, The Equitable will
agree, ' in case of your
death, to mail your wid-oor other loved ones a
check for $100.00 every
Christmas of every' year,
during her ,, whole Life
time.

..

Boom for rent at

FOB RENT

Cut

I
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Party
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an-

T02. SALE : Improved ranch at
Guam. For further informa- f Mia
a awnlv ti ftamnl Clrkmmix at Ran.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
FINE STOCK OF PLAYER PIANOS
Sheet Music,

Popular and Standard

.

Columbia Phonographs and Records
Authorized Dealer,

of All Kinds

'

Beautiful Models of All the New
Columbia Phonographs, Ready for

on
We Carry In Stock the
C C Conn Saxophones

in

Our Store.
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DENTIST

'

Wi wli
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49-1-

our

;

Pur-chatab- le

02-1-

Liberal

Terms

Plan.
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OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
We Hive One of the Best and Most Modern Equipped Optical Dement
GLrlU.
in the State, in Charge of a Graduate and experienced
in the State
of the Los Angeles School of Optometry and Registered
' '
''
'"'
.'
"ornia.''.''.
Consult our
For Examination of the Eyes and Muscular Anomalies
Optometrist Uo Charges for Coniultatioa.
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Selection as Christmas Gifts, Are

on Display
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Musical Instruments
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Our Wagon at Your

Door Relieves Your

Worry
Our work is quality work

GALLUP
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Receiver, as evidence of good
ennnira nn n.AIM
sum to do retainea py wu
Hold
such
Persons
and
faith,
Creditors
the
Receiver as liquidated damages in the
ing Claims Against
'
ti. kiii ahmild he accented and
and Carrie ' Jenkins, His Wife,
the .bidder should thereupon fail or
' Doing Business as Jenkins
refuse to carry out tne contract Drug Store, Gallup, New
and to be resale, thereby effected,
IMS
MrMar In the event
v.. ..J aaoh nf vnii are hereW .. A w tt,.
all bids to
notified that the undersigned. Charles bid should not be accepted,
we oiu- R, Bellmaine, assignee oi me aoove bo in writing ana signea oy
'
mentioned estate will, on the 28th day teThe
Receiver reserves the right to
j.miarv. if5in1 for two davs
hourto
hour
sales
from
thereafter commence the adjustment continue said to
day aa in nis opinion
and allowance oi aemarwia atrainn or from day
tV.. ,,iaf fnnfla held bv him of SStd may be expedient or necessary.
n.i.i thim 2ftth dav of December.
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until
.
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continuing
o'clock
M.,
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Within the next fifteen days we
Wastburn and Irick en will
mail oat statements to our sob
Social
club
.
Ladies'
tertained the
and shall expct returns
scribers,
Wednesday afternoon. Un. Forsyth from those delinquent. The govern
Dear A.
m zirst prise, a Deauuzoi una maas
in regard to delin-anaIs H necessary for a nan to put his
won sacono ment regulations
Krs.
is very ririd and
subscriberi
chair under the table at the conclu- apron. At the Dooley
close of the afternoon
prise.
we are compelled to abide oy these
sion of a nealt
delicious luncheon was served.
a
R. If.
rulings rgar ties oz oar own oesires
matter, me regulations com
No. Unless dining at home or at a
Miss Madeline Cregar spent - the in the to
GL0VT3
discontinue
the papfriend's house whan this is the cus week-en- d
with Kiss Elisabeth Bry- - pel us all subscribers sending
TZZZTZ
one
over
to
er
do
do
year
not
to.
tom,
den. - in arrean, and we trust we will not
A. Ledar
Al
is
5AKASSLS
in
Miss
Alexander
Cornelia
be compelled to ducontmoe anyone.
v
MawjasasBis
In thia. connection, if any desire to
Will yon kindly state what is the buaueraue for a few days.
NEGLIGZ2
Shirley Blevlns is improving xrom discontinue Ihe Herald kindly notify
correct thing for a man to say to the
which he under us and the matter will be attended to
HANDKERCHIEF'S
bride at the wedding reception ? Also a surgical-operatioat once.
SILK PAJAMAS
what might a woman say if she is not went last wees.
Mrs. Truesdale. who has been on
an intimate friend of the bride's?
SWEATERS
:.' R. U
... the sick list, is improving rapidly.
Dr. H. G. Willson returned from
,
HAT AND SCARF, SETS
Mrs. Guy Lund spent Sunday after- - Los
Angeles Sunday last to which
At a wedding reception a man non at the home of Mrs. M. J. Tilton.
CAMISOLES
Edward
to
went
he
accompany
place
usually compliments the bride on her
BRASSIERS
FANCY
to
for
who
went
the
that
place
Hart,
appearance or he may say "pray ac
benefit of his health. Last reports
PURSES
Style
cept my sincerest good wishes." The
"
from Mr. Hart say that he is improvwoman could say to the bride 'let me
BLOUSES
Ball ing
fast.
wish you every happiness in your
BUD0IR CAPS
m
married life," and to the groom
It has been arranged to give Gal
words to this effect, "I congratulate
St. Agnes Guild for the Past year
on New
you most heartily on the good fortune lup and vicinity a thrill
old has functioned as the local chapter
of
in
an
Year's
the
Day
shape
that is yours today.
and will
of The Woman's
style English foot ball game, and the meet as such onAuxiliary,
at the
Thursday
between
been
matched
nave
A.
players
Leda:
Dear
woman by
baptized
Every
Rectory.
ComGoal
Southwestern
the
Gallup
If one has friends in the audience
oi her b"Ptigm is member ot
Tmerican
mttBnA
yoai Com . ,
during a play is it all.rgiht to go pany tneuaiiup
are
We
lniormed
tnii
that
over and sit with them daring inter- pany.
and
the
rules
be
will
along
style
2. M two men and two wo game
mission?
V
men are at a nay together is it per as played by old English players, and R.
L.
and
go that was
missible for the men to leave the wo- will have all the pen
ball
play
men and go and smoke during an in- employed by English foot
Defends
,
.
8. Supposing there is ers of the years gone by.
termission?
be
turned
does
The
will
entire
man
woman
proceeds
and
a
alone,
just a
CHICAGO, Dec. 14. Robert E. L.
Indian Cere
over to the Inter-Tribthe same rule hold?
monial finance committee.
An Interested Reader
Saner, president of the American Bar
,
Association asserted that through
o
Yes. On one condition which is,
Chiropractor, constitutional amendment and federal
that your friends have able seats, Dr. 0. C. Warriner.
encroachment the American form of
Phone 88.
otherwise you should go out in the Page Building.
government is being changed from a
8.
A
2.
man
No.
to
Yes.
visit.
lobby
yeaSalssliaaffeWflW
Jim Willson is home from Califor republic into a political chaos, and lwnjsaaaaasBlsqsyCJ
should not leave a woman seated
nia to spend the holidays with 'his pa- urged lawyers to defend "the ancient
alone in the audience.
land marks of our government."
rents, Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Willson.
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The state corporation commission
Is in receipt of .a telegram from W.
J. Black, passenger traffic manager
of the Santa Fe railway ayatem, announcing that arrangements have
been made for 10-dstopovers on all
One way tickets, reading east of Trinidad and Clovis, destined to points in
California and vice versa, at the following points: Albuquerque, Clovis,
Gallop, Las Vegas and Raton. The
stopover privilege at Santa Fe has
been in effect for some time, but at
A nice shampoo can be
the other mentioned points stopovers
Shampoo.
were allowed only on return tickets. made by dissolving a cake ol pure
Heretofore one way tickets were for castile soan in water. To have it in
continuous passage only.
jelly consistency use one pint of
water to a cake of soap. . If hair is
Cal Coolidge was born 12 miles very oily, wash once a week or every
from a railroad, but a lot of people two days. Otherwise once every
have been born farther away from three weks is enough. In either case
a Yailroad than that and still never be sure to rinse thoroughly
have become President
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WITH SINCERE CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
AND ALL GOOD WISHES
u
FOR A BRIGHT AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

.

j
j

doubt this season of the year

A host of friends will wish youi
'.:
1 v w
cheer,
'
And we are glad to help along
. With Merry Christmas Good and
;;
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L. G. Shanldin
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Sausage, Cured and Salted Meats

GIFTS THAT LAST
CHRISTMAS

Give
Now Is The Time To Make Your Selection
'

A Wrist Watch
In honest desire to please HER,
man usualy goes far amiss in his effort
to be original.
' Give her a wrist watch the per-sonal gift she will cherish and appreciate most; Every woman wants a wrist
watch especially if it is unique in model and dainty in design.
The wrist watch has all the quail- -'
ties of the standard models which nave
made this name famous.
A wide selection here $10.00 to
$25.00.

EL

The Tudor Sedan

is a gilt
every member of the family will share. It adds to
daily happiness. It will
extend the Joyous spirit of
Christmas to every day of
'

the year.
r
,

Pj&aiABD
JSWELT2 AND CPTCZSTXST

One For Christmas

Thit new Ford type is of
an exceptionally pleasing
design. Wide doors open
ing forward, folding right
front seat, and a roomy
interior make it a convenient car to tier, its high
His Ctr am bt ohtaintd tkrogk

radiator, broad cowl, sua
visor, and large windows
nuke it stylish in appearance. Yet it is sold at the
lowest price ever asked for
a Sedan
only $590 Lab.

Detroit.

the ornamental treatment

its

full-nickel-

hardmake it a

ware, all help to
car you are proud to drive.

GALLUP, N. M.

2

that

They'll last you all the year.
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W. R. Cregar
Insurance and Real Etiz.it

iht ford Wttkhj PutcIhu Pitn.

CARRINGTON MOTOH CO.

rm

May accumulate at Christmas

that

.

Therich,permanentluster
of its finish, the quiet good
taste of its upholstery, and
of

For you and yours we are hoping
So much good and cheer
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